
- . STATE OF TmuH

SAL.r LAKE Cl-Y

November 6,1984

The Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
Chairman

. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Chairman Palladino:

After reviewing the Nuclear Regulatory Comnission' s proposed changes
in 10 CFR Part 60, the state of Utah joins Texas and Nevada in expressing its
opposition to several aspects of these proposed amendments. If adopted, the
amendments could seriously undermine state participation in the site selection
and repository licensing processes. -Moreover, the- proposed amendments
unnecessarily curtail the Commission's regulatory oversight of the critical,
early stages of repository planning and development.

According to the staff materials accompanying the proposed
amendments, the changes in 10 -CFR Part 60 are necessary to bring the
Commission's licensing procedures into conformity with the Nuclear Waste
Policy Ant *of 1982. Although the state. of Utah agrees that some changes in
the licensing procedures may be required to better reflect the congressional
mandate contained in the Nuclear Waste- Policy Act, the state finds the
Commission's-- proposed changes -far more extensive than are necessary to
eliminate -conflicts with the Act. Underlying tne Commission's proposed
changes is an implicit assumption that Congress intended a lesser role in
nuclear waste management for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission when it gave
the Department of Energy substantial responsibilities in this area under the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act. In view of the extreme importance of -the decisions
involved in high-level. nuclear waste disposal, the state believes there is
substantial justification for formal involvement of the Caomission in all
aspects of repository siting and development. Any resulting duplication of
effort should be more than offset by the anticipated .benefits from having
access to the Nuclear. Regulatory Commission's expertise during the vitally
important early stages of repository development.
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providing would include those educational or information services and

related actions that are set out in existing § 60.62(d).

The Commission has omitted those portions- of exfstiit4 60.-62(c)

that contemplate Commission funding of State work in support of the

license review. In light of the Waste Policy Act, fundt-ntof-such work

-to Improve the State's 'apacity to-revlew~a'~ltcese flap^ iti"aton Is a>

responsibility of OOE and it is to be financed' tdtVof^tlie Nuclear Waste

Fund. We do not rule out the possibility that the NRC may contract with

State governments on occasion for particular services that we may require

in order to be able to discharge our statutory responsibilities

effectively. The execution of such contracts would be carried out under

established procurement procedures and would be subject to applicable

limitations with respect to competitive bidding and avoidance of

conflicts of interest. See 41 CFR Chapter I (Federal Procurement

Regulations). A further reason for handling such contracts under the

general procurement regulations rather than Part 60 Is that the criteria

for approval of proposals (existing § 60.63, proposed § 60.62(d)) would

be inappropriate when the Commission's purpose is to acquire services

which it needs in discharging its own reviewing functions.

Considering this limitation of the scope of NRC activities under

Subpart C, the requirement for gubernatorial approval of a State proposal

has been eliminated as being unnecessary. The information required to be

included in the proposal has also been modified to conform to the

limitation of scope. The Waste Policy Act may have further'limited the

opportunities for states to receive funding'fronithe NRC, thetCommission

1s of.the view that Congress intended that DOE should assume the Federal

responsibility for activities of the types described In Sections-116 and

118 and that such activities should be financed out of the Nuclear Waste

R Fund rather'than out of NRC appropriations.

Existing § 60.64, pertaining to participation of Indian tribes, has

been incorporated in the substantive provisions applicable to States.

The change has been made for editorial reasons and Is not intended to

04/25/84 28 Enclosure A
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In addition to its general concerns about tne scope of tne proposed
amendments to 10 CFR Part 60, the state has several specific.objections to tne
proposed changes. First, tne state is deeply concerned about the elimination
of Section 60.11 and the addition of proposed Section 60.16, which together
would eliminate Nuclear Regulation Commission review of the site selection
process. Under this proposed change in procedures, the Commission will review
less information about proposed repositories, and it will do so at a later
point in time. The elimination of Section 60.11 also entails the elimination
of one opportunity for affected states to comment on the information contained
in the site characterization report. Tne staff material accompanying tne
proposed amendments assumes that the public review process set fortn in the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act will provide an adequate opportunity for state
comment. As indicated above, the state does not agree that the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act implicitly preempted the Commission's regulations relating to
repository licensing. Accordingly, the state finds it desirable -to have an
opportunity to comment on the draft site characterization report required by
current Section 60.11 as well as participating in the public review process
provided by the Nuclear Waste Policy 'Act. In this way, the' state can be
assured of an ongoing role in therepository siting and development process as
well as a continual relationship'with both the Department of Energy and the
Commission.

.The state's second specific concern is closely related to the first.
The proposed amendments to Subpart C of 10 CFR Part 60 substantially' reduce'
opportunities for affected. states to interact and consult -with the
Commission. In explanation of this proposed change, the Commission has stated:

Since the concern of the states and affected Indian
Tribes will be dealt with primarily under the
statutory consultation and cooperation procedures (of
NWPA), the Commission has eliminated reference to any
consultation and activities by NRC that are more
appropriately and directly carried out by DOE under
those procedures.

NRC Proposed Rule, Enclosure A at 26.

The state has been frustrated time and again in its efforts to obtain
information and other cooperation from the Department of Energy. In view of
the Department of Energy's failure to comply with its obligations under the

; Nuclear Waste Policy Act, the premise for the Commission's deletions from
'Subpart C is faulty. If the Commission reduces opportunities to interact with
it in the, licensing process because it -is operating under the mistaken
assumption that the Department of Energy is already providing full cooperation
to affected states,. the, states may be effectively foreclosed from
participating in decisibns concerning the repository.

The state's final objection to the proposed amendments relates to
funding for state involvement in repository planning. The proposed amendments
would eliminate the provision of the current Section 60.62(c) for funding by
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an environmental impact appraisal and negative declaration is required

for this proposed regulation.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT

Sections 60.62 and 60.63 of this proposed rule amend information.

collection requirements that are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act

of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). This rule will be submitted to the

Office of Management and Budget for review and approval of the

information collection requirements.

REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT CERTIFICATION

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (5 U.S.C.

605(b)), the Commission certifies that this rule will not, if

promulgated, have a significant economic impact on a substantial number

of small entities. This proposed rule relates to the licensing of only

one entity, the U.S. Department of Energy, which does not fall within the

scope of the definition of "small entities" set forth in the Regulatory

Flexibility Act.

LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 10 CFR PART 60

High-level waste, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Nuclear

materials, Penalty, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Waste

treatment and disposal.

ISSUANCE

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act

of 1974, as amended, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, and 5 U.S.C.

553, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to adopt the following

amendments to 10 CFR Part 60.

04/25/84 30 Enclosure A
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the Nuclear Regulatory Commission of state work in support of license review.
Once again, this action is based on the Commission's belief that the
Department of Energy is responsible for this aspect of cooperation with
affected states. See Nuclear Regulatory Commission Proposed Rule, Enclosure A
at 28. The Cofi~fsion's intention of removing its funding for state
involvement in the licensing process is not supported by the state's
experience in attempting to obtain funds from the Department of Energy. If
the state of Utah's experience with tne Department of Energy is
representative, there appears to be substantial doubt about the Department's
commitment to providing adequate funding for state involvement in repository
planning.

In conclusion, the . Nuclear Regulatory Commission's proposed
amendments to the licensing procedures contained in 10 CFR Part 60 are based
on an overly restricted view of the Commission's role in the planning and
development of a high-level nuclear waste repository. The amendments also
reflect unrealistic assumptions about the adequacy of the Department of
Energy's performance of its obligations under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act..
To ensure adequate participation by the Commission, the Department of Energy,
and affected states, the Commission should therefore, reevaluate, and curtail
the extent of its proposed changes.

Since.y

Governor

SMM:ML:jh

.cc: Donald Hodel, Secretary of Energy

I-
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RULEMAKING ISSUE
June 26, 1984 (Notation Vote) SECY-84-263

For:

From:

The Commissioners

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

10 CFR PART 60--DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTE IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES: AMENDMENTS TO LICENSING
PROCEDURES

Subject:

Category: This paper involves several policy questions.

Purpose: To request Commission approval to publish proposed
amendments to 10 CFR Part 60 related to site characterization
and the participation of States and Indian tribes in the
process of siting, licensing, and development of high-level
radioactive waste disposal facilities.

Discussion: Final licensing procedures which set forth a regulatory
framework for licensing geologic repositories for the
disposal of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) were published
on February 25, 1981 (46 FR 13971). These licensing procedures
include provisions dealing with site characterization and
the participation of States and Indian tribes in the
process of siting, licensing, and development of a geologic
repository.

In the statement of considerations to the proposed rule 10
CFR Part 60--Licensing Procedures (44 FR 70408), the
Commission indicated that the procedures were "designed to
allow affected States to participate to the fullest extent
possible within the limits of the Commission's authority
and the States' own desires and capabilities" (44 FR
70412). The Commission stated, however, that 'provisions
for State participation would be reviewed in the light of
any pertinent statutory changes that may be enacted" (44 FR
70408). The final rule added provisions to ensure Indian
tribes the same opportunities for participation as given to
States, but did not otherwise significantly change the
procedures for participation in the proposed rule.

Contact:
Patricia A. Comella, RES
X74616
James R. Wolf, ELD

P _ _ .
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The existing 10 CFR Part 60 procedural regulations were
written in the absence of any comprehensive legislation or
other framework specifying the respective roles of NRC, DOE
or the States and Indian tribes in the site selection
process. Consequently, 10 CFR Part 60 alone specified
opportunities for public participation. It requires, among
other things, that NRC issue a draft site characterization
analysis for public comment, that NRC answer questions from
States/Indian tribes pertaining to DOE's site
characterization report (renamed a site characterization
plan in the proposed amendments), and that NRC provide DOE
documents to interested parties. It requires that a site
characterization report submnitted by DOE contain
information on site selection which the Commission would
use in making National Environmental Policy Act
determinations. The regulation has detailed provisions
describing how States and Indian tribes may submit
proposals to NRC for participation in the licensing
process.

Since then, pertinent statutory change has been brought
about by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982--42 U.S.C.
10101 et seq. (Waste Policy Act). The Waste Policy Act now
defines the roles and responsibilities of NRC and DOE in
their interaction with one another and in their interaction
with the States, tribes, and general public. The Waste
Policy Act requires that DOE consult and cooperate with the
States and tribes at many specified po-tnts-throughout the
repository siting and development process. It requires,
for example, that DOE issue its site characterization plan
for public comment and directs DOE to hold public meetings
during a mandated siting process. It requires DOE to
provide funding to States and tribes to support their
participation in the repository siting process, including
support for providing information to their residents
regarding any activities of the Commission. The Waste
Policy Act requires added procedural steps of DOE between
the time when DOE identifies a potential site, and the time
when it submits a site characterization plan to the NRC.
The Waste Policy Act specifies the content of the site
characterization plan, with some differences from what is
required by 10 CFR Part 60. In particular, the site
characterization plan would not include site selection
information. The Waste Policy Act specifies that DOE will
prepare an environmental assessment for each site nominated
for characterization. The content of these environmental
assessments is specified and includes the type of site
selection information previously required by 10 CFR Part 60
in the site characterization report.
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While the Waste Policy Act does not require the Commission
to alter its principle of allowing States and affected
Indian tribes the fullest opportunities possible for
participation, certain revisions to the procedures in 10
CFR Part 60 are necessary to bring the procedures in the
rule in accordance with the procedures contained in the
Waste Policy Act, and to factor in the experience gained in
carrying out the pre-licensing consultation process since
the existing procedures were adopted.

Thus, it is necessary to amend 10 CFR Part 60 to (1)
provide a framework for State, tribal and public
participation consistent with the Waste Policy Act, (2)
avoid duplication of effort, and (3) conform the licensing
procedures to the site selection process specified by the
Waste Policy Act. In addition, some changes are desirable
to reflect better NRC's pre-licensing evaluation
process as it has evolved since the licensing procedures
were promulgated. The staff's recommended changes are
found in Enclosure A.

The net result of the combined provisions of the Waste
Policy Act and the proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 60
will be to provide the States, affected Indian tribes and
the general public with equal or greater opportunity for
participation in the repository development and licensing
process than existed under 10 CFR Part 60 alone. Since the
proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 60 would alter the-
procedures under which States, Indian tribes and the public
could participate in the NRC review process, the staff has
made efforts to obtain the views of States and public
interest groups on the proposed revision. Summaries of
staff efforts to obtain the views of States and public
interest groups on the proposed revisions are provided as
Enclosures B and C. It is expected that some State
representatives may argue that, since.-the Waste Policy Act
does not expressly require NRC to change its licensing
procedures, Congress did not intend for NRC to modify those
provisions in Part 60 that speak to NRC relations with
States and affected Indian Tribes.

It is also expected that some of the changes will be the
focus of special comment.

These are:

A significant change to the Site Characterization Plan
(SCP) review process, which may be a controversial
issue, is the deletion of NRC review of DOE's site
selection process. Information concerning the site
selection process will no longer be required in the
SCP because the Waste Policy Act now requires this
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information to be in an environmental assessment (EA)
instead of in the SCP. NRC is not required by law.or
regulation to review the EA. Thus, there is some
concern regarding NRC's exerting less influence on the
site selection process than would be exerted under the
existing rule.

There may also be controversy resulting from 6
possible misperception that there has been a
significant narrowing of state opportunities to
participate in the NRC pre-licensing process,
particularly regarding opportunities for funding by
NRC of state activities. This would not result from
the proposed amendments.

Another potential issue is the nature of NRC review of
DOE's environmental assessments. An analysis-of the
Commission's NEPA responsibilities as modified by the
Waste Policy Act will be prepared in connection with
the development of amendments to 10-CFR Part 51. The
proposed rule contemplates that NRC will be reviewing
environmental assessments in the light of the NRC/DOE
procedural agreement. The review would not be of the
process by which DOE screened sites and compared
alternatives; some State representatives have
suggested that this will not suffice to meet the
Commission's NEPA responsibilities.

Commission resource needs to implement the provisions of 10
CFR Part 60 have been reflected in programmatic budget
requests. Thus, no significant new resource expenditures
will be required by issuance of the amendments.

Recomrm"ndations: That the Commission:

1. Approve for publication proposed amendments to 10 CFR
Par1t60 dealing with site characterization and the
participation of States and Indian tribes, and the
accompanying Statement of Considerations, as set forth
in the draft Federal Register notice in Enclosure A.

2. Certify that the revised rule, if promulgated, will
not have a significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities. This
certification is necessary in order to satisfy the
requirements of the Regulatory Flexibility Act,
5 U.S.C. 605(a).

3. Note:

a) Under the exemption set out in 10 CFR 51.5(d)(3),
no environmental assessment is being prepared in
connection with this action.
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b) Sections 60.62 and 60.63 *. this proposed rule
amend information collection requirements that
are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980 (44. U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). This rule will be
submitted to the Office of Management and Budget
for review and approval of the information
collection requirements.

c) The Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small
Business Administration will be informed by the
Division of Rules and Records of the
Certification regarding economic Impact on small
entities.

d) The Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of
the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee,
the Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation of the
Senate Committee on the Environment and Public
Works, the Subcommittee on E'nergy, Nuclear
Proliferation and Federal Services of the Senate
Committee on Government Affairs, and the
Subcommittee on Energy and Power of the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee will be
informed by a letter similar to Enclosure D.

e) The Office of Public Affairs has determined that
it is not necessary to issue a public
announcement for the proposed amendments.
However, a copy of this Commission paper package
is being placed in the Public Document Room.

f) A regulatory analysis is contained in
Enclosure E.

g) A copy of the NRC/DOE Procedural Agreement
referenced in Enclosure A is attached as
Enclosure F.

h) If approved, this notice of proposed rulemaking
would be published in the Federal Register
allowing 60 days for receipt of public comment.

i) The proposed amendments involve matters related
to the DOE siting guidelines. Both are concerned
with the site selection process mandated by the
Waste Policy Act and the roles of DOE, NRC, and
the States and affected Indian tribes.

J) The Commission has recently approved proposed
amendments to 10 CFR Part 60 technical criteria,
related to disposal in the unsaturated zone
(SECY-83-444). The Commission will also be
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receiving shortly an Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking related to the definition of HLW. It
is not necessary that the Commission defer
consideration of 10 CFR Part 60 amendments until
the latter package is received.

k) A comparative text of the proposed amendments is
included.

S. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosures: As stated

Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Friday, July 13, 1984.

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Commissioners NLT Friday, July 6, 1984, with an infor-
mation copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper is
of such a nature that it requires additional time for analytical
review and comment, the Commissioners and the Secretariat should
be apprised of when comments may be expected.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
OPE
0I
OCA
OIA
OPA
REGIONAL OFFICES
EDO
ELD
ACRS
ASLBP
ASLAP
SECY
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR PART 60

DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES:

AMENDMENTS TO LICENSING PROCEDURES

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is proposing revisions to

procedures with respect to NRC reviews of license applications for disposal

of high-level radioactive waste in geologic repositories. For the most

part, the revisions reflect the provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

of 1982, partic.karly-as they relate to-site--characterization and the

participation of States and Indian tribes in the process of siting,

licensing, and development of disposal facilities.

DATES: Comment period expires (insert date 60 days from date of Federal

Register publication). Comments received after (insert date 60 days

after publication in the Federal Register) will be considered if it is

practical.to do so, put assurance of consideration cannot be given except

as to comments filed on or before that date.

ADDRESSES: Submit written comments and suggestions to: Secretary of the

Commission, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555,

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch. Copies of comments received

04/25/84 1 Enclosure A
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may be examined at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street

NW., Washington, DC.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Patricia A. Comella, Deputy Director,

Division of Health, Siting and Waste Management, Office of Nuclear

Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

DC-20555, telephone (301)427-4616.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Commission

or NRC) in 1981 promulgated procedures for licensing Department of

Energy (DOE) facilities for disposal of high-level radioactive wastes in

geologic repositories (46 FR 13971, February 25, 1981). More recently,

Congress has established a definite Federal policy for such disposal.

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Pub. L. 97-425, 42 U.S.C. 10101 (Waste

Policy Act). Section 121 of the Waste Policy Act directs the Commission,

not later than January I, 1984, to promulgate technical requirements and

criteria that it will apply in approving or disapproving license appli-

cations with respect to geologic repositories. The Commission has complied

with this requirement bypublishing final technical criteria (48 FR 28914,

June 21, 1983). The Commission is now turning to a review of its previously

adopted procedures. One objective is to reflect the provisions of the

Waste Policy Act. In addition, however, the Commission is taking this

opportunity to clarify its procedures in the light of experience gained

over the past three years in consultations on the SCA reviews of DOE

siting projects and in light of the extensive prelicensing interaction

process now underway between NRC, the states, and DOE.

The principal aspects of the licensing procedures that the Commission

has under review concern (1) the role of NRC during site screening and

site characterization activities, (2) State, tribal, and public partici-

pation in NRC activities with respect to geologic repositories, (3) NRC

responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), (4)

procedures and standards for identifying categories of material as

high-level radioactive wastes, and (5) changes, especially with respect

to content of the license application, needed to conform the licensing

04/27/84 2 Enclosure A
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procedures to the technical criteria.' The present rulemaking proposal

deals with the first two of these topics; because the two are so inter-

twined they will be treated together.

Background

In 1974, when-:the Atomic Energy Commission's functions were divided

between the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Congress provided generally that ERDA

high-level waste di sposal facilities were to be subject to NRC's regula-

tory and licensing authority (42 U.S.C. 5842). -NRC's role with respect

to such facilities remained unchanged when the functions of ERDA were

transferred in 1977 to; the new Department of Energy (DOE) (42 U.S.C. 7151).

.Although the Atomic Energy Act recognizes the interest.of the

States in the peaceful uses of atomic energy.and the need for coopera-

tion with the States with'respect to the control of radiation hazards,

the Federal government was authorized to regulate the disposal of

high-level radioactive waste to protect public health and safety

(42 U.S.C. 2021(c), 10 CFR 150.15). Nevertheless, the Act recognizes

the need for cooperation with the States, 42.U.S.C. 2021(a), and it is

'Issues pertaining to NEPA will require modifications to 10 CFR
Part 51. Amendments to 10 CFR Part.51 to reflect the Waste PolicyAct
will be the subject of a subsequent rulemaking. However, actions which
the Commission may take relative to environmental assessments required
by the Waste Policy Act are discussed later in this statement. Considera-
tion.of the definition of HLW Is reserved, and the Commission anticipates
publication of an'advance notice of proposed 'rulemaking on this topic
in coming months. The content of application section will be reviewed
after issuance of DOE siting guidelines under the Waste Policy Act to
take such guidelines into account if and as appropriate. The Commission
would welcome suggestions 'from interested persons with respect to
other changes that may be needed to reflect provisions of the Waste
Policy Act.

04/25/84 3 Enclosure A
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Commission practice to consult with State and local governments on

matters of common interest.2

Recognizing that further legislative guidance would help to define

appropriate forms of consultation and cooperation, Congress in 1978

directed the Commission to prepare a report on means for improving the

opportunities for State participation in the process for siting, licen-

sing, and developing nuclear waste storage or disposal facilities. NRC

Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1979, Pub. L. 95-601, Sec. 14(b).

After consultation with the States, the Commission submitted its report

to Congress in 1979. Means for Improving State Participation in the

Siting, Licensing and Development of Federal Nuclear Waste Facilities,

NUREG-0539, reprinted in Nuclear Waste Isolation Pilot.Plant (WIPP):

Oversight Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investiga-

tions of the House Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 96th Cong.,

1st Sess. 514-601 (1979) (the NRC Report). The NRC Report, "based on

the premise that State involvement in any national nuclear waste manage-

ment program is a critical element in making the program work," included

several procedural and substantive recommendations.

The value of such State Involvement -- for the Commission as well as

for th-States ---was emphasized as the--NRC developed a framework for

licensing geologic repositories for high-level radioactive waste (10 CFR

Part 60). The first step in this process was the Commission's publication

of a Proposed General Statement of Policy (43 FR 53869, November 17,

1978). This document contemplated that the Commission would make licensing

determinations before DOE commenced construction of a repository shaft.

DOE would be encouraged, however, to consult informally in advance with

NRC staff. At this early stage, NRC would point out aspects of a location

selected by DOE which might require special attention or present special

242 U.S.C. 2021 is a codification of a 1959 statute which added a
new Section 274 to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Section 274
established procedures and criteria for discontinuance of Federal
regulatory responsibilities with respect to byproduct, source, and
special nuclear materials and the assumption thereof by the States.
However, under Section 274, the regulation of high-level waste
disposal for safety reasons remained a Federal responsibility. See
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. Energy Commission, _ U.S. _, 75
L.Ed.2d 752, 774 (1983).

04/25/84 4 Enclosure A
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problems and NRC would hIelp to define the kinds of-information needed

for licensing decisions. As noted, repository construction (including

sinking of the main repository shaft) would require licensing action.

Site characterization would continue during repository construction,

with the data to be reviewed before issuance of a license authorizing

receipt of radioactive material. Upon commencement of NRC's.informal

review, NRC'would publish a notice In-the Federal Register, send copies

of information submitted by DOE to State and local officials, and offer

to meet with'those officials to provide information and explore possibil-

ities of their participation in the licensing process.

After soliciting and considering views, the Commission next proceeded

to issue a proposed rule.''One significant-difference from the policy

statement was that DOE would be permitted to sink shafts'and engage in

site characterization activities at depth before formal licensing pro-

ceedings were commenced. DOE's site characterization plans would never-

theless be reviewed in considerable detail in advance, with opportunity

for public comment on an NRC draft site characterization analysis. The

proposed rule incorporated detailed provisions to ensure extensive

opportunities for State and public participation. These procedures were

Undesigned to allow affected States to particiat-t6 tIeWTullest extent

possible within the limits of the Commission's authority and the State's

own desires and capabilities." The Commission observed, however, that

"provisions for State participation would be 'reviewed in the light of

any pertinent statutory changes that may be enacted." Moreover, it noted

that the extent of State participation may be affected by legislative

action on the matters discussed in the NRC Report (44 FR 70408, December 6,

1979).

The final rule added provisions with-respect to notice to and

participation by Indian tribes. However, Inasmuch as public comments on

the proposed rule pointed out no serious deficiencies in the opportuni-

ties for State and public participation, the provisions that had been

proposed were adopted without material change (46 FR 13971, February 25,

1981).-

Both the proposed rule-and final rule contemplated that DOE would

characterize several sites at depth, primarily so as to enable the

04/25/84 5 Enclosure A
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Commission to discharge its NEPA responsibilities with respect to evalu-

ation of alternatives. With this in mind, DOE would have been required,

as discussed below, to include information concerning its site selection

process in its site characterization report to NRC.

The Existing Regulations

The principal aspects of the existing licensing procedures that are

of present interest relate to (1) submission of DOE's site characteriza-

tion report, (2) public notice of receipt of the site characterization

report, (3) the preparation of a site characterization analysis by NRC,

(4) consultation between NRC and States and Indian tribes, (5) partici-

pation in NRC reviews, and (6) procedures for the formal hearing process.

It will be useful to review the present language of 10 CFR Part 60 with

respect to these items before turning to the changes that we propose to

adopt.

1. Site-characterization report (§ 60.11).

NRC requires that DOE submit a site characterization report "as

early as possible after commencement of planning for a particular geologic

repository operations are-a, and-priar to site-charactertzation." Both

the timing and required content of this report reflect the statutory

directive in Section 14(a) of the NRC Authorization Act for 1l< XPub.

L. 95-601, which provides: - '

Sec. 14(a) Any person, agency, or other entity proposing to
develop a storage or disposal facility, including a test
disposal facility, for high-level radioactive wastes, or
irradiated nuclear reactor fuel, shall notify the Commission
as early as possible after the commencement of planning for a
particular proposed facility. The Commission shall in turn
notify the Governor and the State legislature of the State of
proposed situs whenever the Commission has knowledge of such
proposal.

The Commission, in proposing its licensing procedures, made specific

reference to this statute and explained that its rule would "ensure that

the notice from the Department will, in fact, initiate a meaningful,

substantive review" (44 FR 70409). The site characterization report,
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together with the NRC staff assessment thereof and meetings between NRC staff

and State officials-gnd other interested persons, "assures an early opportunity

for.other Federal and State.agencies and the public to become involved in the

decision making process" with respect to DOE!s site characterization and site

selection programs. Ibid. The.reviewiprocess would providet,¶RC an opportunity

,to identifyvand consider a broad range of.publ1icconcerns;--this would assist

NRC In the preparation of a comprehensive and reasoned analysis.

*The site -characterization -report would1*Iuclude.mori .than. a-descrip-

.tion of the site-and the program to bezundertaken to 4haracterizeb-the

ab~ittysof.--the !site.to achieve waste isolation. s.It wou.also4.scuss

Ithe method by which the site was selected for site characterization...

( and...:.a description of the decision process-by.whki-h the site-was

selected for characterization, including the means used~to.obtain public,

|I Indian tribal and State views during-selection-" Alternative media and

sites at which DOE intends tc carry out site characterization would be

identifled. DOE's report on these topics would enable the Commission to

consider whether additional information might be needed by the Commission

in discharging its NEPA responsibilites (46 FR-13972).

2. Notice and-publication (§ 60.11).

As directed by Section 14(a) of-the.1980 NRC Authorization Act, NRC

rules provide for notice to the Governor and the State legislature of

the State of proposed situs whenever a site characterization report is

received. Although not required to do so by law, NRC-would also (1)

transmit copies-of the site characterization report to-these addressees,

(2) provide similar notice to local officials, tribal organizations, and

Governors of contiguous States, and (3) publish in the Federa.l Register

notice of receipt of the site characterization report-which, among other

things, will-advise that governmental and Tribal officials may request

consultation with NRC staff.

3. Site characterization analysis (§ 60.11).

The rules provide that MP.w-iN.lleyJewfithe site characterization

,report-and prepare a draft site;harzacter-lzatton analysis which dis-

cusses -the information submitted by DOE, adthatt.rrequest f -o public
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comment on the draft site characterization-analysis is to be published

in the Federal Register; copies are to be transmitted to the State and

local officials and Tribal organizations who had previously received

notice under the rule. It was anticipated that NRC would hold local

public meetings in the immediate area of the site to be characterized,

both to disseminate information and to obtain public input, but this is

not an explicit requirement under the rule. --After-;wrtm-cgmnr-period of

at least 90 days, NRC would transmit a final site characterization

analysis to DOE. As noted above- these procedures were designed to

solicit comments that would assist NRC to prepare a comprehensive and

reasoned analysis.

4. Consultation (§ 60.61, § 60.64(a)).

Under Part 60, NRC staff would consult with State government and

Tribal officials, on written request, to keep them informed of NRC views

on the progress of site characterization and to notify them of NRC

meetings and consultations with DOE. NRC would respond to written

questions or comments from these officials and transmit such responses

to DOE. Consultation would not be limited to site characterization, but

could include a review of NRC licensing procedures and the type and

scope of State and Tribal activities in the license review permitted by

law as well.

5. Proposals for State participation (§§ 60.62-60.64).

The NRC Report (at 18-24, 27-28) distinguished between improvement

of State participation in the NRC review process on the one hand and, on

the other, the carrying out of an "independent State review" of a proposal

to store or dispose of nuclear waste. The Report identified several

avenues for State participation in NRC reviews that could be implemented

under existing law. These included support from NRC in the form of

educational or information services, exchange of personnel under the

Intergovernmental Personnel Act, and contracts for technical services

needed by the Commission. Besides the activities that could be carried

out under existing law, the Report (at 28) recommended that the Congress

"establish a grant program to allow the States to participate more fully

in the Federal waste management program."
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Part 60 provides for State participation in the review of A site

characterization report and/or license application. A proposal initiated

by the State would describe how the State wishes to participate in the

review and how it plans to facilitate local:government and citizen

participation, and it would include funding estimates of work to be done

under contract with-the NRC. SubJect to the availability of funds and

legal constraints, NRC would approve State proposals that it finds will

enhance communications with the State and contribute productively to

NRC's license review.

Under the State participation provisions, proposals can be submitted

by any State''"potentially affected" by the siting of a repository, even

if the prospective repository site is in a different State. By the same

token, Indian tribes "potentially affectec'; by the siting of a repository

~may submit proposals for participation in the same manner as the States.

6. Formal licensing procedures.

The NRC rules provide'that notice of specified events (docketing,

hearing, proposed issuance of license, issuance of license) will be

published In the Federal Register; there are'additional specific require-

ments for-notice to State-and localeofficials (and to Tribal organizations

if a repository Is to be located within an Indian reservation). 10 CFR

§§ 2.101-2.-106. Affected States and Indian tribes desiring to participate

as a party to a'llcensing proceeding may petition for leave to inter-

vene; and they may also participate in a more limited capacity as provided

by the regulation. 10 CFR §§ 2.714, 2.715.

The Needed Revisions.'

One of the purposes of the Waste Policy Act is to define the rela-

tionship between the Federal government and the State governments, and

between the respective Federal agencies, with respect to the disposal of

high-level-radioactive waste. The Act prescribes-in great detail proce-

dures for'DOE to consult and cooperate with the States (and affected

Indian tribes) with'respect to determining the suitability of an area

for a repository and with respect to other issues arising in connection

with the planning, siting, development, construction, operation, or

closure of such a facility (Sec. 117, 42 U.S.C. 10137). DOE is directed
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to make initial grants to States with potentially acceptable sites for a

repository and, subsequently, to provide further grants to any State in

which there is a site approved for characterization (Sec. 116(c),

42 U.S.C. 10136). The latter grants are to enable the States, among

other things, to review potential impacts of the repository upon the

State and its residents and to provide information to such residents

regarding the activities of DOE or the Commission with respect to the

site. DOE is also directed to provide financial and technical assis-

tance to a State in which a repository is to be located, after NRC

has issued a construction authorization, in order to mitigate the

impacts of development of the repository. Ibid. The Waste Policy Act

also contains requirements that DOE hold public hearings at several

stages of site selection and characterization [Sec. 112(b)(2),

42 U.S.C. 10132 (nomination); Sec. 113(b)(2), 42 U.S.C. 10133 (charac-

terization); Sec. 114(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. 10134 (recommendation for

development)]. The designation of a site as suitable for application

for a construction authorization will not be effective over State

objections except pursuant to a Congressional resolution which there-

after becomes law (Sec. 115, 42 U.S.C. 10135).

The Waste Policy Act reconfirms the authority and respoinsibility6of

the Commission to review a specific repository proposal, pursuant to the

Atomic Energy Act, in order to protect the public health and safety. The

Waste Policy Act provides for Commission review prior to site characteri-

zation, as well as in a formal licensing proceeding, and for a Commission

determination as to whether a repository of a particular design at a

specified site will provide adequate isolation of radioactive waste. The

Waste Policy Act makes no specific provision for.the ,Commission to

engage in, or independently review, the processes of site screening and

selection. The Commission's only prescribed participation in this

selection process comes in NRC's review and concurrence in guidelines

for the recommendation of sites for repositories (Sec. 112(a), 42 U.S.C.

10132). However, the Commission will review DOE's draft environmental
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assessments a's it would review any other information on site investigation and

site characterization, in order to allow early identification of potential

licensing issues for timely resolution. Reviewsswilibe.-carried out in accord

with the'procedural agreement between NRC and DOE for-interface during site

,investigation and site characterizatjon.3
While the Waste Policy Act establishes new procedures for the

high-level waste management'program, the Commiisslon remains entirely

free to consult with the States and Indian tribes, at its own initiative

or theirs, with respect to any matter pertaining'to NRC's regulatory

role. Although specific channels are established for States and Indian

tribes to engage in consultation-and cooperation with DOE, these cannot

substitute for direct interaction with NRC with respect to this agency's

functions. Nevertheless,' an examination of the details of the Waste

Policy Act highlightsidifferences from Part 60 which need to be taken

into account. In addition, there are some changes -- particularly with

respect to:funding of State participation -- that would have been desir-

able even in the absence of the new legislation. The need for revisions

can be analyzed using the same headings as before.

1. Site characterization report.

As is the case under the existing regulations, it Is appropriate that the

submission of information about a site and plans for characterization of the

site should be the occasion for commencing NRC's initial substantive

review. However, the Waste Policy Act specifies a number of actions DOE must

take before such information is required to be submitted to NRC. Further,

the Waste Policy Act calls for NRC to review information of narrower scope

than that which, under 10 CFR Part 60, was to be included in the DOE site

characterization report.

3Procedural Agreement between the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
the U.S. Department of Energy identifying guiding principles for
interface during site investigation and site characterization.
48 FR 38701, August 25, 1983. The Procedural Agreement is designed to
assure 'that an information flow is maintained to facilitate each agency's
accomplishment of Its responsibilities relative to site investigation
and characterization. The Procedural Agreement also provides that DOE
is to notify potential host States and affected Indian tribes of
technical meetings between DOE and NRC technical staff and that DOE is
to invite those States and tribes to attend. These technical meetings
will be open meetings, with members of the public being permitted to
attend as observers.
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Under § 60.11, the site characterization report was to be furnished to

NRC 'as early as possible after commencement of planning for a particular

repository. In contrast, the Waste Policy Act requ ires that DOE first

nominate several sites (after holding public hearings and consulting with the

governors of affected States) and that particular locations would then be

recommended as candidate sites which, if approviedhby the President, would be

eligible for site characterization.

The new law marks this time -- before DOE proceeds to sink shafts --
as the point when the site characterization plan is submitted. When';the

Commission reviews this plan, the site to be characterized will already

have been the subject of extensive scrutiny. It will have been described

in an environmental assessment in which the siting guidelines are

applied and will have been discussed at public meetings at which public

comments will have been solicited and received. It also will have been

reviewed by both DOE and the President in the course of the nomination

approval process. Extensive data gathering programs may have been carried

out in conjunction with these activities.

DOE may very well need to make choices and commitments in the

course of such data gathering that could have a significant bearing upon

the safety and licensability of a repository. The drilling of boreholes

for testing purposes, for example, could affect the integrity of a

repository that might be constructed at the site. Close coordination

between DOE and NRC is therefore needed prior to submission of the site

.characterization report so as to facilitate the early identification of

Issues of potential safety significance and so as to afford an oppor-

tunity for NRC to provide DOE with timely views.

Under the Waste Policy Act, the information which is to be submitted

to the Commission for review and comment prior to site characterization

is similar to existing § 60.11. Both Part 60 and the statute call for

DOE to describe the site, the proposed site characterization activities,

a conceptual repository design, and certain information with respect to

waste form or packaging. -However, several categories of information

which were previously listed in § 60.11 are-omitted-under the Waste

Policy Act from the required submission to NRC -- notably, the method by

which the site was selected for site characterization,- the-identification

and location of alternative media and sites at which DOE intends to
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conduct site characterliatj n,.aind .aiescription..of .the ,decision. process

by which the site was selected for characterization (including the means

used to-obtain public, Indian tribal and State-views during selection).

The.-Waste Policy Act still requiresa.i,,jsjcussion. of.t heomitted

items, but in a separate document called an envIronmenta1.s-s'essment
(Sec. 112(b)(1), 42 U.S.C. 10132). The preparation of an environmental

assessmentis to bepreceded bic herngsheld by-DOE and consul-

tation by DOE with governors of affected States. AIbid. Although not

required to do so by the WastePolicy-Act.-.- DOEintends -'to-make environ-
mental assessments in draft fonm available for publ~iccomment. All this

occurs in connection with the nomination of a site prior to Presidential

review and approval of a'candidate site for site characterization.

The Waste Policy Act-makes no provision,'fr.the Commission to

comment to DOE on it e-ntih'onmental''assessments'o 'btherwise-to par-

ticipate in the nomination process. It is nevertheless the intention of

the Commission to review and comment on the environmental assessments,

as well as other technical documents being prepared by DOE, in order to

assess on a continuing basis the information collected to date and the

program-for the development of additional information for"i potential

license application. However, the NRC staff would not comment upon the

methodology used by DOE to compare sites or upon the relative merits of

one site against another. Such a review by NRC is not necessary to fulfill

any of its statutory responsibilities. Moreover DOE will be selecting sites

using guidelines in which the NRC will have already concurred. We regard

it as appropriate, however, and fully consistent with the objectives of

the Waste Policy Act, for the NRC staff to provide to DOE current expres-

sions of its views on the quality of the data available and the potential

licensing issues that may be anticipated and that may need to be addressed

in DOE's'site investigation and site characterization activities.

In view of the foregoing considerations, § 60.11 needs-to be revised to

change both the timing and content of the DOE site characterization report to
conform to the Waste Policy Act. Despite these changes,-however, the Commission

plans to be involved at earlier stages in reviewing data collected by DOE as

well as its programs for gathering additional data. The instrument for accom-
plishing this -- namely, the Procedural Agreement referred to above -- is

already in place and is being implemented routinely.
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2. Notice and publication.

The Waste Policy Act provides that: "Before nominating a site, the

Secretary [of Energy] shall notify the Governor and legislature of the

State in which such site is located, or the governing body of the affected

Indian tribe where such site is located, as the case may be, of such

nomination and the basis for such nomination" (Sec. 112(b)(1)(H),

42 U.S.C. 10132). Later, after public hearings and g' bed review

process involving Presidential approval, DOE must si6rit sit'echarac-

terization plans to those same officials, for review and comment; con-

currently, DOE is required to submit such plans -to NRC (Sec. 113(b)(1),

42 U.S.C. 10133). Although publication of notice in the Federal Register

is not required expressly, DOE must make both the environmental assess-

ment and the site characterization plan "available to the public"

[Secs. 112(b)(1)(G), 113(b)(2)(A), 42 U.S.C. 10132-33]. The Commission

anticipates that DOE will give notice in the Federal Register as the

means for assuring adequate public availability of these documents.

Since DOE is required to make its site characterization plan avail-

able to State and tribal officals and to the public, duplicative pro-

visions may be removed from Part 60. Even so, however, it makes sense

for the Commission to publicly acknowledge rec'eipt of DOE's submission

so as to provide notice of the opportunity for consultation thereon with

the NRC staff.

3. Site characterization analysis.

The Waste Policy Act requires, before DOE proceeds to sink shafts

at a candidate site, that DOE submit its site characterization plans to

NRC (as well as State and tribal officials) for review and comment

(Sec. 113(b), 42 U.S.C. 10133). The Commission believes that Congress

intended that DOE should provide the plans sufficiently far in advance

so that comments may be developed and submitted back to DOE early enough

to be considered when shaft sinking occurs, and atoall. times thereafter.

As explained above, this implies an ongoing working relationship with

DOE to assure that its data and assessments are made available to NRC as

they are developed. As already mentioned, NRC and DOE have, in fact,

developed a Procedural Agreement under which NRC is to have access to
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Information as it is generated and, equally important, NRC Is to comment

regularly to DOE with respect to.this information.

-Thus,.the Commission expects that the-principal.means-of evaluation

will be the interagency process that begins-early-In DOE's-consideration

of-a site. When investigations have progressed-far-enough to warrant sink-

.ng-of.shafts, it is our..expectation ;that NRC'wtlF'alre'ady be adequately

infprmed.with-respect to data generated to date-and that NRC's concerns

would~already have been focused-and brought.to the attention-of-DOE.

Assuming this to be the case, NRC should be in a position to complete its

review and provide comments to:DOE,.as-required.by the Waste-Pol~icy Act,

in a-prompt.fashion. The site characterizationi-analysis would be a

Continuing dynamic process,;.better-suited-for-.ongoing public input and

NRC review, rather than "freezing" the comment and review process at one

arbitrary point in time.

An ongoing public review process would also facilitate DOE's ability

to obtain comments on its site characterization plan from the States and

Indian tribes as well.- The Waste Policy Act affords an opportunity for

these entities to enter into written agreements with DOE specifying

procedures for consultation and cooperation that could include early

review. Moreover, the NRC/DOE Procedural Agreement assures that States

and.Indian tribes will have an opportunity to be informed routinely

concerning the information made available to NRC and NRC's comments

thereon and to attend NRC/DOE technical meetings.

,.Under existing 10 CFR Part 60,.DOE's submission of site character-

ization plans was to occur,.as already noted, "as early.as possible after

commencement of planning" for a-particular repository.,<There was no

assurance that either NRC or other Interested parties would have had

.prior information about the site or any opportunity to make concerns

*.known to DOE., It was in this context that the Commission determined that

.NRC would prepare a draft site characterization analysi.s..for public

review and comment before developing a statement of the agency's views

for consideration by DOE.

Under the Waste Policy Act, however, DOE's submission comes after an

extensive period of interaction between DOE and the States,,affected

Indian tribes, and the public, and after Presidential review and approval
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of the sites recommended for characterization. By the time a site

characterization plan is to be submitted for review and comment, there

should have been ample opportunity for NRC to have become acquainted with

both DOE's programs and the public's concerns. Since technical meetings

under the Procedural Agreement will be open, interested parties will have

an opportunity to follow the course of NRC activities and to bring their

concerns to the attention of NRC. Further opportunities for public

involvement are provided by law, since DOE must also seek the comments of

the States and tribes, and hold public hearings in the vicinity of the

site. For these reasons, together with the scheduling mandates of the

Waste Policy Act, the Commission believes it is no longer necessary to

prepare a draft site characterization analysis on which-public comment is

sought. The Commission particularly asks for views on this proposed

change.

It should be emphasized, however, that NRC will have been engaged in

an ongoing review of DOE's activities even before submission of a site

characterization plan and that the comments of interested parties may be

submitted at any time for consideration as a part of that review process.

4. Consultation.

Under the Waste Policy Act, the Commission is directed to provide

"timely and complete information regarding determinations or plans made

with respect to site characterization, siting, development, design,

licensing, construction, operation, regulation, or decommissioning" of a

repository, Sec. 117, 42 U.S.C. 10137, but this affords no rights to

States and Indian tribes beyond those already provided in law. H.R.

Rep. 97-785, Part I at 74. The proposed amendments contain conforming

language Implementing this requirement. The Waste Policy Act charges DOE

with the responsibility to "consult and cooperate" with the States and

Indian tribes in an effort to resolve their concerns about the safety,

environmental, and economic impacts of a repository. States may make

comments and recommendations to DOE regarding any activities taken under

this subtitle," and this may be funded by grants from DOE (Sec. 116(c)

(1)(B)(v), 42 U.S.C. 10136). DOE is directed to take State and Indian

concerns into account "to the maximum extent feasible" (Sec. 117(b),
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42 U.S.C. 10137). Accordingly, In expectation that States and tribes

will communicate directly swith-DOE with respect-toF'its stite

characterization plans, the provision that the -lrector will respond to

questions and comments of-the Statetsandtribes on DOE'tsplans has been

deleted.

However,, the Commission has consistently expressed its intention to

maintain a dialogue with the States, Indian tribes, and members of the

public. This intention is unchanged. The scope of such dialogue may

appropriately extend to any issue which must be considered and resolved

by NRC in the discharge of its licensing responsibilities.

5. Proposals for State participation.

Subpart C of 10 CFR Part 6C provides for the filing of proposals by

States and Indian tribes- for participation In reviews of site characteri-

zation-reports and license applications.- In response to suchsproposals,

NRC would consider providing certain educational or-information services

and funding work that-the State proposes to perform for the Commission,

under contract, in support of the review.

With enactment of the Waste Policy Act, authority to fund a broad

variety of State activities, Including grants to enable a State-'"to

review activities...for purposes of determining any potential economic,

social, public health and safety, and environmental impactsu of a reposi-

tory has been vested in DOE, Sec. 116(c)(1)(B)(i), 42 U.S.C. 10136; see

also Sec. 118(b)(2)(A)(i) (pertaining to affected Indian tribes). The

scope of NRC assistance available may be limited by this statutory direc-

tion. However, other elements of Commission support would not be

affected as explained in greater detail In the section-by-section analysis

below.

6. Formal licensing procedures.

* ..,The Waste Policy Act incorporates the.basic licensing structure

which had been described in the Commission's regulations. It expressly

provides for consideration of a DOE application, subject to certain

deadlines, "in accordance with the laws applicable to such applications"
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(Sec. 114(d), 42 U.S.C. 10134). Affected States and Indian tribes will

be entitled to participate in the licensing proceedings.

The new requirement that'OE and NRC provide timely and complete

information to the States and- trlbesvSec-. 1-7(a)-. 42- U.S .C.- 10137, would

apply to significant milestones in the formal adjudicatory process. The

rule- presently reflects this, and the Commissionlfinds no need to modify

the formal regulatory structure for licensing activities at geologic

repositories.

Section-By-Section Analysis

In light of the foregoing considerations, the Commission is

proposing to revise its licensing procedures with respect to disposal of

high-level waste in geologic repositories. The following

section-by-section analysis provides additional explanatory information.

All references are to Title 10, Chapter I, of the Code of Federal

Regulations. Other revisions, including changes that may be needed to

conform with the Waste Policy Act's provisions for environmental reviews,

will be the subject of separate rulemaking.

10 CFR Part 60, Subpart A

§ 60.2 Definitions.

The terms "Indian Tribe' and "Tribal organization" would no longer

appear in Part 60 and the definitions of the terms have therefore been

deleted. The term "affected Indian tribe," as defined in the Waste

Policy Act, is the proper designation for those entities that are

entitled to notice and other recognition under the rule. The proposed

rule incorporates the statutory definition of "affected Indian tribe."

10 CFR Part 60, Subpart B

The sections in this subpart have been renumbered so as to allow for

insertion of additional general provisions, if needed, at a future date.

§ 60.15 [formerly § 60.101 Site characterization.

No change.
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§ 60.16-18 formerly § 60.111.-

The former section S 60.11, captioned "Site characterization

report," has been revised to.conform to the Waste Policy Act. It has

been divided into three sections in order to provide a clearer editorial

structure.

Ihe2!"site charac-terizationn-reportJL4has-been wchanged*-to-a--J'site
characterization plan." Note that this includes more than DOE's "general
plan for site characterization activities;"!. conforming-to .Sec. 113(b),
42..U.S. .0133, It must also incorporate .information.on waste form and

packaging.-as well assa--conceptual repository design. The change from

"report" to "plan" better conveys the sense that DOE is describing a

program to obtain information which can be used later to evaluate a site,

as opposed to a presentation of data which would allow a preliminary
judgment as to site acceptability. The NRC review process at this stage

is-.not directed to advising DOE whether or not the site is or is not

satisfactory,.but rather whether or not the characterization program (a)

will generate data needed for arriving at-subsequent licensing.

determinations and (2) will adversely and significantly-affect the

ability of the geologic repository to achieve the prescribed performance

objectives.

§ 60.16 Site characterization plan required.

'The requirement for DOE to submit a site characterization report

appeared in § 60.11(a). As before, the document (now a "plan") is to be

submitted to the.Director-of NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and

Safeguards.- The purpose of the submission ("for review and comment") is

derived from the.Waste Policy Act. Similarly, .thetiming.of.the submis-

sion ("before proceeding to sink shafts") reflects the.new statutory

:direction.

The regulation-refers to characterization at any area which has been

approved by the President for site characterization. Such an area would

be a "candidate site" as defined in the Waste Policy Act., The regulation

avoids.that term, however, because it already defines "site" in a

different way.

, -
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§ 60.17 Contents of site characterization plan.

This section restates, with minor changes, the information which the

Waste Policy Act requires to be submitted to the Commission for-review

and comment.

Because Part 60 defines high-level radioactive waste to include

spent nuclear fuel, the latter category of material is not referred to in

§ 60.17.

Consistent with other provisions of Part 60, the term "geologic

repository operations area" (rather than "geologic repository" or

"repository") is employed when the context pertains to the area in which

waste handling activities are conducted.

Part 60 defines "host rock" as "the geologic medium in which the

waste is emplaced." Accordingly, the rule refers to the waste-host rock

relationship instead of the relationship of the waste form or packaging

and the geologic medium. The statute's reference to the "packaging" for

the waste corresponds to Part 60's "waste package," and the proposed rule

retains the latter term for purposes of consistency.

The Waste Policy Act requires DOE to include in its general plan for

site characterization activities "any other information required by the

Commission." The Commission has so far identified only one such Item--

namely information with respect to quality assurance. Other information

may hereafter be found to be needed to enable the Commission to determine

whether the proposed site characterization activities are appropriate; if

so, the Commission would establish its requirement either by rule

(particularly if the information would be valuable on a generic basis) or

by order in a particular case. Although the Commission's obligations to

observe the statutory schedule must be heeded, there is no reason in

principle why the submission of other information could not be ordered

even after the site characterization plan had been filed, if required for

the Commission to discharge its review and comment responsibilities

effectively.

The Waste Policy Act's reference to plans to control any adverse,

"safety-related" impacts from site characterization activities can be

traced to former § 60.11(a)(6)(i). The Commission's concern originally

was that DOE address those aspects of site characterization that (1)
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could be significant with respect to radiological, safety prior to

permanent closure or (2) could affect the ability of the repository to

satisfy the performance objectives pertaining to waste isolation. The

proposed rule contains language that reflects this construction of the

statute.

The Commission recognizes that the requested level of detail is not

spelled out precisely. Such items as "a description of the area" And "a

conceptual design for.the geologic repository operations'area that takes

into account likely site-specific requirements" must not. be read in

Isolation. They must be understood-to-requirV.suff1c1ent-detail.for the

Commission .and.other statutory reviewers to be able to comment in an

informed manner. So construed, the Commission believes that they are

sufficiently clear; should additional information be needed, the Commis-

sion would retain the option, by order, to require further submissions.

As-noted, the Commission has included an explicitstatement.that the

site characterization plans should spell out.DOE's quality-assurance

programs. Existing § 60.11 includes such language, but it was not

included In the counterpart provision of the Waste Policy Act. However,

since a principal aim of site characterization is to develop data that

have been obtained and documented in a fashion which will.support

licensing findings, the NRC review should be concerned with the approach

which DOE is taking to data collection,- recording,.and retention as well

as to the content of the information.which DOE seeks to-assemble.

Because of the Importance.it attaches to this item,.the Commission

considers an explicit requirement for submission of information on

quality assurance programs to be necessary.

We have also incorporated the statutory requirement that DOE is to

include in its general plan a statement of the criteria to be used to

determine suitability of the site for the location of a repository.

Because site characterization will be a prerequisite for application of

some guidelines, see Sec. 112(b)(1)(E)(ii),. 42 U.S.C. 10132, we

anticipate that the site characterization plan will also.include a

description of how DOE will use the information gathered during site

characterization to determine if the site suitability guidelines are met.
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The Waste Policy Act applies only with respect to geologic

repositories that are used, at least in part, for the disposal of wastes

from civilian nuclear activities. Sec. 8, 42 U.S.C. 10108. If DOE were

to develop a facility exclusively for wastes from atomic energy defense

activities, it would nevertheless be subject to licensing by NRC under

the Energy Reorganization Act. The Commission has considered whether the

changes proposed herein, which are largely responsive to the Waste Policy

Act, would be appropriate with respect to such defense facilities. It

appears that the Commission, acting under amended Part 60, could still

effectively discharge its health and safety responsibilities for such

defense waste facilities. But, in this section, the provisions that

prescribe the contents of the site characterization plan need to

recognize that defense-only facilities would not have any applicable

siting criteria "developed pursuant to Section 112(a)' of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act"; instead, in that case, the rule requires that the site

characterization plan set out the siting criteria actually used by

DOE.

On environmental matters, the situation is more complex. The Waste

Policy Act limitations with respect to the scope of the Commission's

environmental responsibilities under NEPA -- which we would implement in
the modified procedures at the site characterization stage -- would not

apply to a repository used solely for defense wastes. Accordingly, the

Commission would expect to require that DOE submit, with its site charac-

terization plan for a defense facility, those items of information with

respect to'site screening and selection that appear in existing

§ 60.11(a) but which are not included in this proposed rule. Because the

information relates to implementation of NEPA, it would be incorporated

in revised 10 CFR Part 51 rather than Part 60.

§ 60.18 Review of site 'characterization activities.
As under existing § 60.11(b), the Commission will publish notice of

receipt of DOE's site characterization plan. Although this may duplicate

information published by DOE, it will serve to identify, to anyone

interested, appropriate points of contact within the NRC staff. Since

alternative areas are not required to be identified in the site charac-

terization plan, the proposed rule omits any reference to such areas.
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Language pertaining to consultation has been revised to conform with

proposed Subpart C.,

Similarly, notwithstanding duplicat1on of noticeby DOE, the

Commission-will give direct notice to State and tribal officials

concerning receipt ofDOE's^,Jte..;h.arAcltpriz JpnpJlan. Under the
proposed rule, this information would be furnished to the officials

entitled to timely and complete information under the Waste Policy Act.

Because such officials would already have received copies of the site

characterization plans from DOE, the notice from the Commission would not

be accompanied by additional copies thereof. However, a copy of the site

characterization plan would be placed in the Public Document Room.

(Existing § 60.11 would require local officials, and also the governors

of contiguous States,,to be afforded notice~from NRC. This requirement

has been deleted in the light of the new statutory provisions.)

For the reasons set out in the discussion above, the proposed rule

omits the mandatory draft site-characterization- analysis described in

existing § 60.11. However, the proposed rule does provide that the

Director may invite and consider comments on DOE's site characterization

plan and that he may also review and consider the comments made in

connection with the public-hearings which DOE is required to hold.

Moreover, the Director will publish a notice of availability of a site

characterization analysis and will invite host States, affected Indian

tribes and all other interested persons to review and comment thereon.

Comments received in. response to such invitation will be.reviewed by the

Director; and where.the Director determines that there are substantial

new-grounds for-making recommendations or stating objections to DOE's

site characterization program, these concerns will be expressed to DOE.

The Director's review of thesite characterization plan is substan-

tially equivalent to the final site characterization analysis prescribed

by existing § 60.11.. The reference to the Director's "comments" reflects

the Waste Policy Act provision that the information is submitted to the

Commission for "review and comment." The.proposed rule refers to a

"statement" of objections by the Director, instead of a Director's

"opinion"; the latter term was unnecessarily equivocal. It is intended

that the objections would be directed at.the~nature of.tke site charac-
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terization activities being proposed and not to the suitability of the

site-as such; of course, if it appeared that a particular site exhibited

such a profound deficiency that it could not be compensated for

adequately in the light of data from any site characterization program,

the Director could object to the program in its entirety, but the

Commission regards this as highly improbable given the procedures prior

to submission of a site characterization plan to NRC specified in the

Waste Policy Act.

The inclusion of a finding with respect to the necessity of using

radioactive material implements the specific direction in Section 113(c)

(2)(A), 42 U.S.C. 10133; the Commission'hasiprvieously concluded that'the

use of source, special nuclear, and byproduct material-for purposes of

site'characterization does not require a-license, 10 CFR § 60.7(a), and

there is no reason to believe that the Waste Policy Act was intended to

change this view.

Since DOE is not required to prepare an environmental impact state-

ment with respect to site characterization, see Sec. 113(d),

42 U.S.C. 10133, the references in existing § 60.11 to such statement

have been omitted. A footnote to the text of the rule points out,

however, that DOE's environmental assessments will be reviewed -- as

other DOE documents will be -- for the purpose of early identification

of potential licensing issues for timely resoulution.

The Waste Policy Act requires that DOE report to the Commission (and

to. State and tribal authorities) at least semiannually on the nature and

extent of site characterization activities and the information developed

from such activities. The same concerns were addressed in existing

§ 60.11(g). The Commission believes the two formulations are essentially

the same, but that the more detailed version in the NRC regulation

provides a clearer statement of the Information that is needed.

Accordingly, the proposed rule conforms closely to the Commission's

earlier rule. The most significant change, reflecting the adoption of a

statutory directive to DOE, is that the provisions are now expressed in

mandatory ("shall") terms. Also, the existing rule includes a provision

for submission of additional reports on any topic, if requested by the

Director; as modified, such other topics must still be covered as

requested by the Director, but the information may be included in the
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semiannual reports instead of "additional" ones. The Director will

review the semiannual reports and, where appropriate on the basis of new

information contained therein, the Director will make recommendations or

state objections with respect to DOE's site characterization program.

The proposed rule provides for the birector to transmit to State and

tribal officials copies'of all comments made to DOE under § 60.18. This

includes not only the site characterization analysis and comments on the

site characterization plan, but also any other comments-which the

Director chooses to make by way of "expressing current views." Other

correspondence between NRC and DOE will be placed in the Public Document

Room, but will not routinely be distributed to the designated officials.

The omission of the requirement that the Director consider comments

received from States in accordance with § 60.61 conforms to the changes

in Subpart C. Such comments may, however, be solicited and reviewed as

appropriate in'individual cases and, as noted, comments on the site

characterization analysis will be invited and will be reviewed, and such

review may be the basis for the Director to-express to DOE additional

recommendations-or objections.

Except for some editorial changes, other provisions of § 60.18 are

the same as existing regulations.

10 CFR Part 60, Subpart C

This subpart deals with participation by State governments and

Indian tribes in the Commission's licensing and pre-licensing activities.

The role of the States and tribes in repository'siting and development is

addressed in great detail by several provisions in the Nuclear 'Waste

Policy Act. While the Commission finds that some changes in Subpart C

are needed in light of those provisions, it remains our intention to

encourage close working relations with the States and tribes. The

revisions aremdesigned to clarify the means by which this can be accom-

plished in a manner conforming to-the new law.-

S 60.61 Provision'of information.

This section implements the requirement in the Waste Policy Act,

Sec. 117(a), 42 U.S.C. 10137, that NRC furnish timely and complete

information to host States and affected Indian tribes regarding its
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determinations or plans. It applies, insofar as Commission responsi-

bilities are concerned, from the time a site characterization proposal is

submitted throughout the entire life of the repository through

"decommissioning." Consistent with other usage in Part 60, the phrase

"permanent closure, or decontamination and dismantlement of surface

facilities" is used instead of the statutory term "decommissioning."

Some of the most significant communications may consist of deter-

minations made in the course of licensing proceedings. Under our rules

of practice, parties on the service list in such proceedings are required

to be served with notice of all relevant pleadings, decisions, orders,

etc. Accordingly, the Commission will use this established procedure as

the means for providing information regarding licensing actions.

§ 60.62 Site review.

The Waste Policy Act establishes a structure for the involvement of

States and affected Indian tribes. The proposed rule therefore provides

explicitly for consultation with States and affected Indian tribes but

omits mention of local governments. (However, the Commission

anticipates, in light of the Waste Policy Act, see Sec. 116(c)(1)(B)(iv),

42 U.S.C. 10136, that the States would establish appropriate procedures

to address local government and citizen concerns.)

Since the concerns of the States and affected Indian tribes will be

dealt with primarily under the statutory consultation and cooperation

procedures,-the Commission has eliminated reference to any consultation

activities by NRC that are more appropriately and directly carried-out by

DOE under those procedures. Thus, consistent with the Waste Policy Act,

questions concerning DOE's site characterization submissions should be

directed to DOE for its consideration and response, and notification

concerning NRC meetings or consultations with DOE should be provided by

DOE. Notwithstanding these changes, however, it remains the policy of

the Commission that consultation with interested parties with respect to

site characterization should be encouraged. As now, information would be

available routinely with respect to NRC's views on the progress of site

characterization, on NRC procedures, and on the development of proposals

for participation in license reviews.
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Although the Waste Policy Act does not provide formally for NRC

activity prior to Presidential approval of an area for site characteri-

zation, and this is noted in revised § 60.62, there will be coordination

during the earlier stages of site.screening and site characterization in

accordance with the Proceaural Agreement between NRC and DOE; special

provisions have been made in that agreement for States and Indian tribes

,to receive notice and to attend NRC/DOE meetings so as-to enable them to

engage knowledgeably, on an early and ongoing basis, In site character-

ization reviews.

The opportunity to request that the Director consult with respect to

the NRC review of site characterization activities is not limited to

prospective host States. The extent to which a State may be affected by

the prospective location would, of course, be a factor for the Director

to considerin determining the staff resources that would be made avail-

able for purposes of such consultation.

S 60.63 Participation in license reviews.

This section is.a substitute for the earlier §§ 60.62-60.65.

Section 60.63 acknowledges, first of.all, that State and local,

governments and affected Indian tribes may participate in license reviews

as provided in-the Commission's rules of practice. Local governments are

,mentioned in this context because they may have standing, apart from the

State in which they are located, -to participate in a licensing proceeding

as a party or participate in a more limited capacity. See

10 CFR §§ 2.714, 2.715(c).

The regulation retains a provision for a State or affected Indian 2
tribe-to submit a-proposal to facilitate its participation in the review

of a site characterization plan and/or license application. The existing

requirement that proposals be submitted no later than 120 days after

docketing of a license application has been eliminated; although early

submissions are desirable, we can readily conceive of cases in which

proposals submitted after review of.a license application could be

implemented in the mutual interests of the proposing entity and the

Commission. The types of services or activities that NRC might consider
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providing would include those educational or information services and

related actions that are set out in existing § 60.62(d).

The Commission has omitted those portions of existing' 5 60.62(c)

that contemplate Commission funding of State work in support of the

license review. In light of the Waste Policy Act, fundingqofl-such work

to Improve the State's capacity to review A-liCense application is-a-

responsibility of DOE and it Is to be financed-'ut'of'-the-'Nuclear Waste

Fund. We do not rule out the possibility that the NRC may contract with

State governments on occasion for particular services that we may require

in order to be able to discharge our statutory responsibilities

effectively. The execution of such contracts would be carried out under

established procurement procedures and would be subject to applicable

limitations with respect to competitive bidding and avoidance of

conflicts of interest. See 41 CFR Chapter I (Federal Procurement

Regulations). A further reason for handling such contracts under the

general procurement regulations rather than Part 60 is that the criteria

for approval of proposals (existing § 60.63, proposed § 60.62(d)) would

be inappropriate when the Commission's purpose is to acquire services

which it needs in discharging its own reviewing functions.

Considering this limitation of the scope of NRC activities under

Subpart C, the requirement for gubernatorial approval of a State proposal

has been eliminated as being unnecessary. The information required to be

included in the proposal has also been modified to conform to the

limitation of scope. The Waste Policy Act may have further limited the

opportunities for states to receive funding from the NRC, the Commission

is of the view that Congress intended that DOE should assume the Federal

responsibility for activities of the types described in Sections 116 and

118 and that such activities should be financed out of the Nuclear Waste

Fund rather than out of NRC appropriations.

Existing § 60.64, pertaining to participation of Indian tribes, has

been incorporated in the substantive provisions applicable to States.

The change has been made for editorial reasons and is not intended to
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affect-the right of'affected Indian tribes to participate like the States

in the activities described in Subpart C.

Existing § 60.65, dealing with coordination of multiple proposals, -

has been deleted. The Commission-deems it unlikely that multiple

proposals of the kinds considered eligible for acceptance under Subpart C

would present any undue administrative difficulties; the criteria for

approval of proposals (especially the finding of-a "productive

contribution" to the license review) would afford the Director adequate

discretion to take into account the desirability of avoiding duplication.

§ 60.64 Notice to States.

The Commission encourages the Governor-and legislature of a State to

jointly designate a single point of contact to receive notice and

information from the Commission. -This section provides for notice to

such jointly designated nominees.

§ 60.65 Representation.

Under the present rule, the signature of the Governor would serve to

document the authority pursuant to which proposals were being submitted

to the Commission. Submissions by Indian tribes were to be accompanied

by documentation of the eligibility of the tribe and the authority of its

representatives. -This:-section is designed to retain the principle of

assuring that representatives are properly Identified. With respect to

States, a change is needed to reflect the fact that proposals will no

longer need to be signed by the Governor. In the case of Indian tribes,
the determination by the Secretary of the Interior that it is "affected"

eliminates the need for the Commission to be concerned with its

eligibility.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

This proposed rule is insignificant and nonsubtantive from the

standpoint of environmental impact. Therefore, under the exemption set

out in 10 CFR 51.5(d)(3), neither an environmental impact statement nor
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an environmental impact appraisal and negative declaration is required

for this proposed regulation.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT

Sections 60.62 and 60.63 of this proposed rule amend information

collection requirements that are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act

of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). This rule will be submitted to the

Office of Management and Budget for review and approval of the

information collection requirements.

REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT CERTIFICATION

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (5 U.S.C.

605(b)), the Commission certifies that this rule will not, if

promulgated, have a significant economic impact on a substantial number

of small entities. This proposed rule relates to the licensing of only

one entity, the U.S. Department of Energy, which does not fall within the

scope of the definition of "small entities" set forth in the Regulatory

Flexibility Act.

LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 10 CFR PART 60

High-level waste, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Nuclear

materials, Penalty, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Waste

treatment and disposal.

ISSUANCE

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act

of 1974, as amended, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, and 5 U.S.C.

553, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to adopt the following

amendments to 10 CFR Part 60.
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PART 60 - DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN

GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

1. The authority citation for Part 60 continues to read as

follows:

AUTHORITY: Secs. 51, 53, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161,-182, 183, 68 Stat. 929,

930, 932, 933,935, 948, 953, 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2071, 2073,

2092, 2093, 2095, 2111, 2201, 2232, 2233); secs. 202,-206, 88 Stat. 1244,

1246 (42 U.S.C. 5842, 5846); secs. 10 and 14, Pub. L. 95-601,

92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 2021a and 5851); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190,

83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332); sec. 121, Pub.L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2228

(42 U.S.C. 10141).

For the purposes of Sec'. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended

(42 U.S.C 2273), §§ 60.71 to 60.75 are issued under Sec. 161,

68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201).

2. Section 60.2 Is revised by removing the definitions of "Indian

tribe" and "Tribal organization" and inserting, in the appropriate

alphabetical location, a definition of the term "affected Indian tribe"

to read as follows:

§ 60.2 Definitions.

As used in this Part --

* * * * *

"Affected Indian tribe" means an affected Indian tribe as defined

In the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.
* * * - * .. ; *

3. Section 60.10 [Redesignated] § 60.15.

4. Section 60.11 [Removed].

5. Sections 60.16 through 60.18 are added to read-as follows:

§ 60.16 Site characterization plan required.
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Before proceeding to sink shafts at any area which has been approved

by the President for site characterization, DOE shall submit to the

Director, for review and comment, a site characterization plan for such

area.

§ 60.17 Contents of site characterization plan.

The site characterization plan shall contain --

(a) A general plan for site characterization activities to be

conducted at the area to be characterized, which general plan shall

include --

(1) A description of such area, including information on

quality assurance programs that have been applied to the collection,

recording, and retention of information used in preparing such

description.

(2) A description of such site characterization activities,

including the following --

(i) The extent of planned excavations;

(ii) Plans for any onsite testing with radioactive or

nonradioactive material;

(iii) Plans for any investigation activities that may

affect the capability of such area to isolate high-level radioactive

waste;

(iv) Plans to control any adverse impacts from such site

characterization activities that are important to safety or that are

important to waste isolation; and

(v) Plans to apply quality assurance to data collection,

recording, and retention.

(3) Plans for the decontamination and decommissioning of such

area, and for the mitigation of any significant adverse environmental

impacts caused by site characterization activities, if such area is

determined unsuitable for application for a construction authorization

for a geologic repository operations area; -

(4) Criteria, developed pursuant to section 112(a) of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (or in the case of a geologic repository

that is not subject to the Waste Policy Act, such other siting criteria
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as may have been used by DOE), to be used to determine the suitability of

such area for the location of a geologic repository; and

(5)''Any other information which the Commission, by rule or

order, requires.

(b) A description of the possible waste form or waste package for

the high-level radioactive waste to be emplaced In such geologic-reposi-

tory, a descriptioon (to the extent practicable) of the relationship

between such waste form or waste package and the host rock at such area,

and a description of the'activities being conducted by DOE with respect

to such possible waste form or waste package or their relationship; and

(c) A conceptual design for the geologic repository operations area

that takes into account likely site-specific requirements.

§ 60.18 Review of 'site characterization activities.*

(a) The Director shall cause to be published in the Federal

Register a notice that a site characterization plan has-been received

from DOE and that a staff review of such plan has'begun. 'The notice

shall identify the area'to be characterized and the NRC staff members to

be cqnsulted for further informatlon.

(b) The Director shall make a copy of the-site characterization

plan available at-the Public Document Room. 'The Director shall also

transmit copies of the'published notice of receipt to the Governor and

legislature of the State in which the area to be characterized is located

and to the governing body of any affected Indian tribe. In addition, the

Director shall make NRC staff available to con'sult with- States and

affected Indian tribes as provided in Subpart C of this Part.

*In addition to the review of site characterization activities specified
in this section, the Commission'contemplates ,an ongoing review of other
information on site investigation, and site-characterization, in'order
to allow early identification -of. potential licensing issues for timely
resolution. This-activity will Include, for example, a review of the
environmental assessments prepared by DOE at the time of site nomination.
A procedural agreement covering NRC-DOE interface during site investiga-
tion and site characterization has been published in the Federal Register.

48 FR 38701, August 25, 1983.
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(c) The Director shall review the site characterization plan and

prepare a site characterization analysis with respect to such plan. In

the preparation of such site characterization analysis, the Director may

invite and consider the views of interested persons on DOE's site

characterization plan and may review and consider comments made in

connection with public hearings held by DOE.

(d) The Director shall provide to DOE the site characterization

analysis together with such additional comments as may be warranted.

These comments shall include either a statement that the Director has no

objection to the DOE's site characterization program, if such a statement

is appropriate, or specific objections with respect to DOE's program for

characterization of the area concerned. In addition, the Director may

make specific recommendations pertinent to DOE's site characterization

program.

(e) If DOE's planned site characterization activities include

onsite testing with radioactive material, the Director's comments shall

include a determination, if appropriate, that the Commission concurs that

the proposed use of such radioactive material Is necessary to provide

data for the preparation of the environmental reports required by law and

for an application to be submitted under § 60.22 of this part.

(f) The Director shall publish in the Federal Register a notice of

availability of the site characterization analysis and a request for

public comment. A reasonable period, not less than 90 days, shall be

allowed for comment. Copies of the site characterization analyses and of

the comments received shall be made available at the Public Document

Room.

(g) During the conduct of site characterization activities, DOE

shall report not less than once every six months to the Commission on the

nature and extent of such activities and the information that has been

developed and on the progress of waste form and waste package research

and development. The semiannual reports shall include the results of

site characterization studies, the identification of new issues, plans

for additional studies to resolve new issues, elimination of planned

studies no longer necessary, identification of decision points reached

and modifications to schedules where appropriate. DOE shall also report

its progress in developing the design of a geologic repository operations
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area appropriate for the area being characterized, noting when key design

parameters or features which depend upon the results of site

characterization will be established. Other topics related to site

characterization shall also be covered if requested by the Director.

(h) During the conduct of site characterization activities, NRC

staff shall be-permitted to visit and inspect the'locations at which s~uch

activities are'carried out and to observe excavations,' borings, and in

situtests as-they are done.

(i) 'The Director may comment at any time'in writing to DOE,

expressing'current views on any aspect of site characterization. In

particular, such comments shall be made whenever the Director', upon

review of comments invited on the site characterization'analysis or upon

review of DOE's semiannual reports, determines that there are substantial

new grounds for making recommendations or stating objections to DOE's

site characterization program.

(j) The Director-shall transmit copies of the site characterization

analysis and all comments to DOE made by him under this section to the

Governor-and legislature of the State in which the area to be

characterized is Tcated and to the governing body of any affected Indian

tribe.'--When transmitting the site characterization analysis under this

paragraph, the Director shall invite the addressees to review and comment
thereon.

(k) All correspondence between DOE and the NRC under this section,

including the reports described in paragraph (g), shall be placed in the

Public Document Room.

(1) The activities described in paragraphs (a) through (k) above

constitute informal-conference between a prospective applicant and the

staff, as described in § 2.10i(a)(1) of this'chapter, and are not part of

a proceeding under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. Accord-

ingly, neither the issuance of 'a site characterizati.on analysis nor any

other comments of the Director made under this section constitute a

commitment to issue any authorization or license or in any way affect the

authority of the Commission, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Board, Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, other presiding officers, or

the Director, in any such proceeding.
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6. Subpart C Is revised to read as follows:

SUBPART C - PARTICIPATION BY STATE GOVERNMENTS AND INDIAN TRIBES

§ 60.61 Provision of Information.

(a) The Director shall provide to the Governor and legislature of

any State in which a geologic repository operations area is or may be

located, and to the governing body of any affected Indian tribe, timely

and complete information regarding determinations or plans made by the

Commission with respect to the site characterization, siting, develop-

ment, design, licensing, construction, operation, regulation, permanent

closure, or decontamination and dismantlement of surface facilities, of

such geologic repository operations area.

(b) For purposes of this section, a geologic repository operations

area shall be considered to be one which "may be located" in a State if

the location thereof in such State has been described in a site

characterization plan submitted to the Commission under this part.

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the Director is not required to

distribute any document to any entity if, with respect to such document,

that entity or its counsel is included on a service list prepared

pursuant to Part 2 of this chapter.

(d) Copies of all communications by the Director under this section

shall be placed In the Public Document Room, and copies thereof shall be

furnished to DOE.

§ 60.62 Site review.

(a) Whenever an area has been approved by the President for site

characterization, and upon request of a State or an affected Indian

tribe, the Director shall make NRC staff available to consult with

representatives of such States. and tribes.

(b) Requests for consultation shall be made in writing to the

Director.

(c) Consultation under this section may include:

(1) Keeping the parties informed of the Director's views on

the progress of site characterization.
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(2) Review of applicable NRC regulations, licensing

procedures, schedules, and opportunities for state participation in the

Commission's regulatory activities.

(3) Cooperation in development of proposals for State partici-

pation in license reviews.

S 60.63 Participation in license reviews.

(a) State and local governments and affected Indian tribes may

participate In license reviews as provided in Subpart G of Part 2 of this

chapter.

(b) In addition, whenever an area has been approved by the

President for site characterization, a State or an affected Indian tribe

may submit to the Director a proposal to faciliitate its participation in

the review of a site characterization plan and/or license application.

The proposal may be submitted at any time'and shall contain a description

and schedule of how the' State or affected Indian tribe wishes to partici-

pate In the review, of what services or activities the State or affected

Indian tribe wishes NRC to carry out, and how the services or activities

proposed to be carried out by NRC would contribute to such participation.

The proposal may Include educational or information services (seminars,

public meetings) or other actions on the part of NRC, such as

establishing additional public document rooms or employment or exchange

of State personnel under the'Intergovernmental Personnel Act.

(c) The Director shall arrange for a meeting between the represen-

tatives of the State or affected Indian tribe and the NRC staff to

discuss any proposal submitted under paragraph (b) of this section, with

a view to Identifying any modifications that may contribute to the

effective participation by such State or tribe.

(d) Subject to the availability of funds, the Director shall

approve all or any part-of a proposal, as it may be modified through the

meeting described above, if it is determined that:

(1) The proposed activities are suitable in light of the type

and magnitude of impacts which the State or affected Indian tribe may

bear;
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(2) The proposed activities (1) will enhance communications

between NRC and the State or affected Indian tribe, (ii) will make a

productive and timely contribution to the review, and (111) are

authorized by law.

(e) The Director will advise the State or affected Indian tribe

whether its proposal has been accepted or denied, and if all or any part

of proposal is denied, the Director shall state the reason for the

denial.

(f) Proposals submitted under this section, and responses thereto,

shall be made available at the Public Document Room.

5 60.64 Notice to States.

If the Governor and legislature of a State have jointly designated

on their behalf a single person or entity to receive notice and

information from the Commission under this part, the Commission will

provide such notice and-information to the jointly designated person or

entity instead of the Governor and legislature separately.

§ 60.65 Representation.

Any person who acts under this subpart as a representative for a

State (or for the Governor or legislature thereof) or for an affected

Indian tribe shall include in his request or other submission, or at the

request of the Commission, a statement of the basis of his authority to

act in such representative capacity.

Dated at Washington, D.C., this _ _ day of _ _, 1984.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
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Staff Efforts to Obtain States' Views on the Proposed

Revisions to 10 CFR Part 60

On August 19, 1983, a meeting was held between the NRC staff and the

representatives of first and second tier potential host States for high-level"

waste geologic repositories. At this meeting, an earlier draft of the,

proposed revisions to 10 CFR Part 60 dealing with site characterization and

the participation of States and Indian tribes was distributed. In introducing

the proposed revisions, the NRC Staff explained that'the guiding principles'

behind the revisions were: a) there should be ho substantial change in the

principle of NRC relations with the States and Indian tribes; b) the revisions

should reflect those changes which the Waste Policy Act calls upon NRC to make,

and c) credibility demands that the regulations conform to the Waste Policy

Act. An alternative approach, which proposed only minimal changes to 10 CFR

Part 60 to bring definitions of terms into conformity with the Waste Policy Act,

was also-presented. States were asked to review the approaches and forward

comments to NRC as soon as possible.

While State representatives had not had enough time for substantial considera-

tion of the approaches some initial reactions were expressed: States indicated

a strong preference for formally established means for participation they were

concerned about any reduction in specificity and greater reliance on informal

procedures, they expressed belief that informal procedures are subject to

unilateral changes-through personnel and policy shifts, and that State oppor-

tunities for interaction with NRC could be reduced thereby. In connection with

this belief, States felt that not'being-able to comment formally on an'NRC draft

site characterization analysis would reduce the extent-of State participation.

The NRC staff's response to these points-was-to urge States to identify to NRC

those opportunities for participation which States felt would be lost as a

result of the revisions. In reference to the draft site characterizaticn

analysis, the staff pointed out that there were other, more effective, means
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by which States could Influence the site characterization process than by

formal comments on an NRC draft site characterization analysis.

As a result of the meeting, the staff made changes to the proposed revisions

to accommodate State concerns where possible. The staff worked through the

National Governor's Association to encourage detailed comments from the States.

Letters have been received from Texas and Nevada transmitting comments. The

Texas letter included specific proposed changes; an analysis of the Texas

proposals, and the Staff's response, is contained in this enclosure. The

letter from Nevada characterizes the earlier draft as an attempt to relegate

the states' formal role in the license review and the site characterization

plan analysis to the discretion of the Director; the subsequent revisions are

also responsive to these Nevada concerns.

Copies of the letters from Texas and Nevada are also included in this enclosure.

[Analysis of Texas proposal on procedural amendments]

1. Site characterization analysis

Original proposal: Director reviews the site characterization plan and

prepares a site characterization analysis. He "may invite and consider

the views of interested persons and he may review and consider comments

made in connection with public hearings held by DOE."

Texas recommendation: Director reviews the site characterization plan

and prepares a site characterization analysis. In preparing the site

characterization analysis, the Director will solicit comments; and he

will review and consider comments received in response to such solicita-

tion as well as comments and questions submitted to DOE (and DOE responses

thereto) in the public hearings on the site characterization plan. The

Director's response to comments would be included in the site

characterization analysis. [Similarily, Nevada recommended that the
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Director should formally request comments on the Site Characterization

Plan directly from the states and public and should formally consider

-.comments received.]

Revised proposal: The procedure contained in'the original proposal is

retained. In addition, the Director would invite States and tribes to

cofiment on the site characterization analysis and the Director shall

express further current views to DOE, upon review of comments received, if

he determines that there are substantial new grounds for making

recommendations or stating objections to DOE's site characterization

program.

Rationale: The staff views the NRC review process as an ongoing one in

which information is provided to NRC, and NRC comments are made to DOE,

under the provision of the NRC/DOE Procedural Agreement, at the earliest

practical occasion. There will be ample opportunity for the States to

participate in this review process and to make their concerns known both

to DOE and NRC. By the time a site characterization plan is submitted, it

-i-s ... expected-that. relkvant.issues would largely..have been identified, ard

that the States would have been able to express views or-questions on

matters of particular concern. NRC hasa're'sponsibiflity then to make a

timely response to'the site characterization plan. Initiating a formal

comment process is unnecessary because of the opportunity for States to

have raised issues all along. Further, it would be undesirable because

delays might'result that could make the site characterization analysis

outdated before it was even published because of the generation of new

data during the review process.

States may find a site characterization analysis to have been inadequately

responsive to their concerns. To deal with this, the staff now proposes

that the Director will invite and consider comments, and will make his

views known to DOE in the light of such comments; but that the solicita-

tion of comments would be made at the time the site characterization

analysis is published rather than in advance. -
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2. Consultation

Original proposal: Director shall endeavor, to the extent appropriate and

practicable, to fulfill any written request for consultation with respect

to any aspect of NRC's review of site characterization activities.

Texas recommendation: Director shall make staff available to keep States

and tribes informed of his views on the progress of site characterization

and notify them of further NRC meetings with DOE. Consultation will

include review of NRC procedures and cooperation in developing proposals

for State participations on license reviews. NRC will include response to

State concerns in the site characterization analysis.

Revised proposal: Director shall make staff available for consultation

Including: (1) keeping parties informed of Director's views on progress of

site characterization, (2) review of NRC regulations, and (3) cooperation

in development of proposals for participation in license reviews.

-Rationale: The staff believes that some flexibility needs to be reserved

so as to assure that NRC's consultation activities are compatible with the

statutory consultation and cooperation process. The original proposal

accomplished this, but it failed to express adequately the intention to

maintain good communications. To correct this deficiency, the revised

proposal largely adopts the Texas recommendation. The principal

substantive differences are the omission of the reference to the site

characterization analysis (for the reasons already discussed) and the

omission of the provision regarding notification of meetings with DOE

(more appropriately a DOE responsibility under the Waste Policy Act).

3. Proposals for State/Indian participation

Original proposal: Proposals may be submitted for NRC to provide

services, or take other action, for the purpose of enhancing its

communications with States/tribes and contributing productively to the
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license review. NRC will respond, with an explanation for any proposal

(or part thereof) which has been denied.

Texas recommendation: Proposals may be submitted for State participation

in the review of DOE submissions. Proposals will describe issues which

State wishes to review and information which State plans to submit to NRC.

Proposals will be approved, if not prohibited by law, if they will enhance

communications between NRC and the States [or tribes] and contribute

productively to the NRC review. NRC will provide explanation for any pro-

posal (or part thereof) that is rejected, with the party aggrieved by such

rejection afforded a right of appeal to the Commission. [Nevada urged

retention of the formal role for States in the license review process as

described in existing Part 60.]

Revised proposal: Proposals may be submitted to facilitate State/tribal

participation in the review of DOE submissions. Proposals will describe

how the State/tribe wishes to participate, what services or activities the

State/tribe wishes NRC to carry out, and how the NRC services or

activities would contribute to State/tribal participation. Proposals will

be approved, if authorized by law, if the proposed activities are suitable

in light of impacts on the State/tribe, are not eligible for DOE

assistance under the Waste Policy Act, will'enhance communications between

NRC and the State/tribe, and will contribute productively to the license

review. NRC will provide an explanation for any proposal (or part

thereof) that is rejected.

Rationale: The Texas recommendation would retain more of existing

Subpart C than the original staff proposal would have. The revised

proposal largely accommodates the Texas approach. However, one qualifi-

cation which the staff has added, taking the new law into account, is that

the eligibility for DOE assistance under the Waste Policy Act would be a

factor bearing upon the availability of assistance from NRC under

Subpart C. Also, the staff declined to include an express right of appeal

to the Commission in case a State/tribal proposal is rejected; the staff

proposal is consistent, in this regard, with existing Subpart C.
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OFfICE OF THE GOVERNOR
MARKWTE WI STATE CAPITOL 3 f 12 A 5

GOVERNOR ' . AUSTINSTEkAS7711i:

a . September 9, 198a.,.
- .4.11Rcord File 'Ia oect

Docketto.
PDR

Mr. Robert Browning - PDJbuton: R t 3 R
Nuclear Regulatory Commission - .g _
Washington, D.C. 20555 ________ |________--

w;1, 623 )1iJ re- CLZ

RE: Procedural Amendments to Nuclear Regulatory Comiissi6n 10 CFR 60,
Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories

Dear Mr. Browning:

We have reviewed'the draft materials distributed to state representatives
.at the meeting on August 19, 1983, at Dallas, and evaluated the various pro-

posals relative to our interests in participating in Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission activities and decisions as they relate to disposal of high-level
nuclear wastes in geologic repositories. We have also reviewed the existing
appropriate sections of 10 CFR 60 to determine whether amendments are needed
to have the rule conform to provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982. We have determined that, while some minimal level of amendment to
procedure is needed to achieve conformity with the Act, further amendment
may be appropriate to enhance the efficiency and maintain the substance of
an assured opportunity for interaction between an interested state and NRC.

We have chosen as a format for a response to your request for comment,
a revision, in rule form, of the appropriate sections of 10 CFR 60. You
will find this draft revision attached. Much of it will be familiar to
you, as we have drawn heavily from sections of the existing 10 CFR 60, as
well as from the two draft proposals presented in the Dallas meeting. Our
focus was largely on Section 60.11 and Subpart C of the rule, as was yours,
but you will note some major conceptual variation from your 8/17/83 Draft.
I think you will find the proposal, overall, to be supportive of my state-
ment in the Dallas meeting to the effect that we and other states are
seeking an assured access to NRC activities and decisions that affect us as
potential host states for a high-level nuclear waste repository. We also
want that access to be one that does not result in an unnecessary burden
on the NRC or the states, yet will result in a full and constructive rela-
tionship between the parties.
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Mr. Robert Browning
September 9, 1983
Page 2

You will note in the attached proposed rule amendments that we have
developed a procedure that removes the.existing requirement for NRC to.
write and submit for public review a Draft Site Characterization Analysis.
While we prefer the draft SCA process now standing i',O.-,CFR 60, we also
recognize .tj.e advisory nature of the SCA and the need-to..expeditemits
transmittal to DOE. Thus we view our proposal to contain an acceptable
alternative process by which substantially the same results can be
achieved by NRC and the states, but in a manner that is less consumptive
of time and resources on the part of- all parties.

Our proposed changes to Subpart C, we think, preserve the opportunity
for formal interaction between parties, while establishing a more permissive
means of achieving that interaction. In addition, we have attempted to
include only those provisions of the existing Subpart C that seem appro-
priate in light of the provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

We appreciate the opportunity to respond to your draft proposals
regarding NRC Rule 10 CFR 60. If you have questions or comments regarding
our proposal please do not hesitate to contact me. I will be happy to discuss
this matter further with you and your staff, at your convenience.

Sincerely,

e,7s<

r,

Steve Frishman, Director
Nuclear Waste Programs Office

SF:dz

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Holmes Brown, National Governor's Association



State of 'fexas, iiuclear Waste Programs Offic-., - Septemer 9, 1983

10 CFR PART 60 - DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

1. The Authority citation for Part 60 continues to read as follows:

AUTHORITY: Secs. 51, 53, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161, 182, 183, 68 Stat. 929,

930, 932, 933, 935, 948, 953, 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2071, 2073,

:2092, 2093, 2095, 2111, 2201, 2232, 2233); secs. 202, .069 88 Stat.

1244, 1246 (42 U.S.C.. 5842,- 5846); secs. 10 and 14, Pub. L. 95-601,

92 Stat. 2951 '(42 U.S.C. 2021a and 5851); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190,

83 Stat. 853 (4L U.S.C. 4332); sec. 121, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat.

2228 (42 U.S.C. 10141).

2. Section 60.2 is revised by inserting, In the appropriate alphabetical

location, a definition of the term "affected Indian tribe."

As revised, §60.2 reads:

60.2'Definitions.

As used in this part --

"Affected Indian tribe" means an affected Indian tribe as defined

in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

_ * . * * *: * * *

3. Section 60.2 is further amended by deleting the definitions of "Indian

tribe" and "Tribal organization.'

4. Section 60.10 is redesignated as §60.15.

I
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5. Section 60.11 is deleted.

6. Sections 60.16 through 60.18 are added to read as follows:

$60.16 Site characterization plan required.

- Before proceeding to sink shafts at any area which has been approved by the

President for site characterization, DOE shall submit to the Director, for

review and comment, a site characterization plan for such area.

§60.17 Contents of site characterization plan.

The site characterization plan shall contain:

(a) A general plan for site characterization activities to be conducted

at the area to be characterized, which general plan shall include:

(1) A description of such area, including information on

quality assurance programs that have been applied to

the collection, recording, and retention of information

used in preparing such description.

(2) A description of such site characterization activities,

including the following:

(i) The extent of planned excavations;

(ii) Plans for any onsite testing with radioactive or

nonradioactive material;

(iii) Plans for any investigation activities that may

affect the capability of such area to isolate

high-level radioactive waste;

(iv) Plans to control any adverse impacts from such

site characterization activities that are

important to safety or that are important to

wae*A 4en1:n+4Ano An
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(v) Plans to apply quallty assurance to data

collection, recording, and retention.

(3) Plans for the permanent closure, decontamination, and disman-

tlement of surface facilities and for the mitigation of any

significant adverse environmental impacts caused by site

characterization activities, if such area is determined

unsuitable for application for a construction authorization

for a geologic repository operations area;

(4) Criteria, developed pursuant to section 112(a) of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982, to be used to determine the suita-

bility'of such area for the location of a geologic repository;

and

(5) Any other information which the Commission, by rule or order,

requires.

(b) A description of the possible waste-form or waste package for the

high-level radioactive waste to be emplaced in such geologic

- repository, a description (to the extent practicable) of the

relationship between such waste form or waste package and the

host'rock at such area, and a description of the activities

* being conducted'by DOE with respect to such possible waste

form or waste package or such relationship; and

(c) A conceptual design for the geologic repository operations area

that-takes into account likely-site-specific requirements.

§60.18 Review of site characterization activities _

(a) The Director shall-cause to be published inthe Federal Register

a notice that a site characterization plan has been received from

DOE and that a staff review of such plan has begun. The notice
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shall identify the area to be characterized and the NRC staff

members to be consulted for further information.

ib) The Director shall make a copy of the site characterization plan

available at the Public Document Room. The Director shall also

transmit copies of the published notice of receipt to the Governor

and legislature of the State in which the area to be characterized

is located and to the governing body of any affected Indian tribe.

(c) (1) The Director shall review the site characterization plan and

prepare a site characterization analysis with respect to such

plan.

(2) The Director shall, in the Federal Register notice provided

for in Section 60.18(a), request comment from affected states.

Indian tribes, and interested persons which he will review

and consider in preparing the site characterization analysis

and additional comments and recommendations.

(3) The Director shall also review-and consider comments and

questions submitted.in the DOE public hearings held according

to Section 113(b)(2)(8) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of

1982, and the Director shall review and consider DOE responses

to such questions and comments in his preparation of the site

characterization analysis and additional comments and recom-

mendations.

(d) The Director shall provide to DOE his site characterization analysis,

together with a summary of comments received under Section 60.18(c)(2)

and his response to those comments, and such additional comments as

may be warranted. Such comments shall include either a itAtpmpnt
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that the Director has no objection to the DOE's site characteri-

zation program, if such a statement is appropriate, or specific -

objections with respect to DOE's program for characterization of

the area concerned. In addition, the Director may make specific

recommendations pertinent to DOE's site characterization program.

(e) If DOE's 'planned site characterization activities include onsite

testing with radioactive material, the Director's comments shall

include a determination, if appropriate, that the Commission

concurs that the proposed use of such radioactive material is

necessary to provide data for the preparation of the environmental

reports required by law and for an application to be submitted

under §60.22 of this part.

(NOTE: 60.22 appears to need revision to support Subsection (e))

(f) The comments of the Director under this section shall not consti-

tute a commitment to issue any authorization or license or in any

way affect the authority of the Commission, the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Appeal Board, Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, other

presiding officers, or the Director, in any proceeding under

STbpart G of Part 2 of this chapter.

(g) During the conduct of site characterization activities, DOE shall

report not less than once every six months to the Commission on

.the nature and extent of such activities and the information that

has been developed and on the progress of waste form and waste

package research and development. The semiannual reports shall

include the results of site characterization studies, the iden-

tification of new issues, plans for additional studies to resolve
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new issues, elimination of planifed studies no longer necessary';

identification of decision points reached and modifications to

schedules. where appropriate. DOE shall also report its progress

in developing the design of a geologic repository operations

--area.appropriate for the area being characterized, noting when

key design parameters or features which depend upon the results

of site characterization will be established. Other topics

related to site characterization shall also be covered if

requested by the Director.

(h) During the conduct of site characterization activities, NRC staff

shall be permitted to visit and inspect the locations at which such

activities are carried out and to observe excavations, borings, and

in situ tests as they are done.

(i) The Director may comment at any time in writing to DOE, expressing

current views on any aspect of site characterization. Comments

received in accordance with this Section and Section 60.64 shall

be considered by the Director in formulating his views.

(j) The Director shall transmit copies of the site characterization

analysis including the comment summary and response required

under Section 60.18(d), all comments to DOE made by him under

this section to the Governor and legislature of the State

in which the area to be characterized is located and to the

governing body of any affected Indian tribe.
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(k) All correspondence between DOE apd the NRC under this section,. *.

including the reports described in paragraph (g), shall be

placed in the Public Document Room.

'T) ..The activities described in paragraphs (a) through (k) above

constitute informal conference between a prospective applicant

and the staff, as described in §2.101(a)(l) of this-chapter,

and are not part of a proceeding under the Atomic Energy Act

of 1954, as amended.

-



IOCFR6O, SUBPART C-PARTICIPATION BY STATE GOVERNMENTS AND INDIAN TRIBES

s * *.

Section 60.61.Provision of Information

* (a) The Director.shall provide to the Governor and Legislature of any State

containing a site which has been approved for site characterizations and

to the governing body of any affected Indian tribe, timely and complete

information regarding determinations or plans made by the commission with

respect to the site characterization, siting, development, design, licens-

ing construction, operation, regulation, permanent closure, decontamination,

and dismantlement of surface facilities of any proposed repository at

such site.

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the Director is not required to distribute

any document to any entity if, with respect to such document, that entity

or its counsel is included on a service list prepared pursuant to part 2

of this chapter.

(c) C6pies of all communications by the Director under this section shall

be placed in the Public Document Room and copies thereof shall be

furnished to DOE.

Section 60.62 Site Review

(a) Upon approval of a site for site characterization and upon request of a

state, or Indian tribe, the Director shall make available NRC staff to

consult with representatives of states and Indian tribes to keep them

informed of the Director's view on the progress of site characterization
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and to notify them of any subsequent meetings or further consultations

with the Department of Energy.

(b) Requests.for consultation shall be made in writ'ing to the Director.

(c) Should theState, Indian tribe, or other interested person direct

questions or comments in accordance with section 60.18(c)(2) to NRC

concerning the preparation of the site characterization analysis, the

Director shall review and consider such comments and questions in the

preparation of the site characterization analysis'. In addition, he

* shall summarize and respond to such comments and questions and provide

. 'such summary and response to DOE in accordance with Section 60.18(d)..

(d) Consultation under this section may include,'among other things, a review

of applicable NRC regulations, licensing procedures, protential schedules,

and the type and scope of State activities in the license review and

site characterization plan review. In addition, staff shall be made

available to cooperate with the State in-developing proposals for

participation by the State.

Section 60.63 Filing of Proposal's for State Participation

(a) State and local governments and affected Indian tribes may participate

in license reviews as provided in Subpart G of Part 2 of this chapter.

(b) States in which sites have been approved for site characterization may

submit to the Director a proposal-for State participation in the review

of the site characterization activity reports and/or license application.



A state's proposal to participate may be submitted at any time prior to

docketing of an application or up to 120 days thereafter.

(c) Proposals for-participation under-this Subpart shall be made in writing

and signed by the Governor of the State or the official designated by

State law or by joint designation of the governor and legislature.

(d) Items which may be presented for consideration, in whole or in part, subject

to revision by the State, in a proposal for State participation include

but are not limited to:

(1) A general description of how the State wishes to participate in

the review and a preliminary identification of issues which it

wishes to review.

(2) A preliminary description of material and information which the

State plans to submit to the NRC staff for consideration in the

review.

(3) Services or actions which the State may request such as seminars,

public meetings, additional Public Document Rooms, or employment

or exchange of State personnel under the Intergovernmental Personnel

Act.

Section 60.64 - Approval of Proposals

(a) The Director and a representative of the State shall Jointly arrange for

meetings between the representatives of the State and the NRC staff to
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discuss any proposal submitted under Section 60.63(b), with the primary

goal of identifying any modifications that may contribute to the

effective participation by the State.

(b) The Director shall approve all or any part of a proposal as it may

-be modified through the meetings described above if it is determined

that the proposed activities:

(1) will enhance coamunications between NRC and the State,

(2) will contribute productively to the license review and/or

site characterization activity report reviews, and

(3) are not prohibited by law.

(c) The decision of the Director shall be transmitted in writing to the

Governor or designated official of the originating State. A copy of

the decision shall be made available at the Public Document Room. If

all or any part of a proposal is rejected, the decision shall state

the reason for the rejection.

(d) The State originating the proposal may appeal the rejection of all or

any part of a proposal to the Commission.

(e) A copy of all proposals received shall be made available at the Public

Document Room.
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Section 60.65 Participation by Indian Tribes

,U

(NO CHANGES SUGGESTED IN' THIS SECTION)

Section 60.66 Notice to States. If the Governor and Legislature of a State have

jointly designated on their behalf a single person or entity to receive notice

and information from the Commission under this part, the Commission will provide

such notice and information to the Jointly designated person or entity instead

of the Governor and Legislature separately.

Section 60.67 Coordination

The Director may take into account the desirability of avoiding duplication of

effort in taking action on multiple proposals submitted pursuant to the provisions

of this Subpart to the extent this can be accomplished without substantial

prejudice to the parties concerned.



,ICHAD H. BRYAN STATE OF NEVADA

KDOCKET CON 0 \
CENTER

'183 0E22 P2
DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS
-E MN400 W. King trLS Suite 100

Carson City. Nevada 89710
(702) 88SS050

September 14, 1983

Mr. Robert Browning, -Acting Director _c Rcrd Fic Veetl o.
Division of Waste Management . . FOR
Nuclear Regulatory Commission - WR

MS-623-FS
Washington, D.C. 20535

Dear Mr. Browning: . ^,-SSj WJ•'

I am writing to express concern on behalf of the State of Nevada
regarding the consideration of the Commission to re-open rulemaking
on 10 CFR 60. While the State recognized that some semantical revi-
sions may be necessary to conform to the language of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, the draft.proposed rule that was discussed at our
meeting in Dallas, Texas causes concern in two areas.

First, the State would be concerned with efforts by the Commission
that attempt to diminish the formal role for states in the license re-
view process as described in the current rule. It would seem that the
Commission's intent in the draft proposed rule is to relegate the
states' roles in this process to a discretionary status rather than the
more formalized role that-exists currently.

Secondly, the State would be concerned should the Commission elimi-
uate the opportunity for the states and public to formally submit
comments to the Commission on DOE's site characterization plan, and to
have those comments formally considered.; (Although the Act provides for
public comment to DOE on the aforementioned site characterization plan
and associated public hearing, thedState of Nevada believes that the
Director should formally solicit comments directly from the states and
public,-independent of the DOE process.

In summary, the State of Nevada would be quite concerned with the
elements of the draft proposed rule that would relegate State partici-
pation in the license review process and in the site characterization
plan analysis to a role that is left to the Director's discretion.
While the discussion in the draft proposed rule focuses upon areas where
a duplicative effort with DOE might occur, I believe that the uncertain-
ties inherent in geologic waste disposal warrant the risk and cost of
such duplication should it occur.



Mr. Robert Browning Page TwoSeptember 14, 1983

I want to-thank you for providing the State of Nevada the oppor-tunity to comment .on this draft proposed rule and hope that you havefound my comments useful.

Should you hav'e any questions, please do not hesitate to contactme.

'- 'Saraely, )

Robert R. L
Nuclear Waste Evaluation Program

RRL:sk
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Staff Efforts to Obtain Views of Public Interest

Groups on the Proposed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 60

One informal convient letter was received from David Berick of the Environ-

mental Policy Institute, following the meeting in Dallas with State representa-

tives (copy attached). On September 29, 1983, a meeting was held with Mr.

Berick, B. Yaeger, Sierra Club, and B. Finamore, NRDC, to discuss the

concerns of the Public Interest Groups regarding the proposed revisions to

Part 60 that were discussed in the Dallas briefing.

In the discussions, the concerns of the Public Interest Groups (Groups) centered

primarily around the proposed deletion of required information about the site

selection process from the content of the Site Characterization Plan. (Under

the Waste Policy Act, this type of information now appears in the Environmental

Assessments (EAs) required by the statute at the time sites are nominated.)

The Groups saw the review-of--the site selection process in the Site Character-

ization Plan as an opportunity to examine how DOE selected the three sites to

be characterized. The NRC staff explained that it believed reviewing these

matters in the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) was too late in the process,

since EAs would have been written, public meetings to discuss site selection

would have been held, and the recommendation of sites to be characterizated

would be reviewed and approved by the President prior to submittal of the SCP

to NRC. The staff described its intent to review and comment on the draft EAs

so that its views on the quality of the data available and identification of

the potential licensing issues would be known early enough in the site selection

process so that they could be considered when siting decisions were made by DOE

and the President. The staff explained that these earlier steps specified in

the Waste Policy Act were what it had in mind when it stated that the SCP was

submitted at a later point in the schedule.

As a result of these discussions a footnote has been added to the rule which states

that NRC will review the environmental assessments prepared by DOE.

Amendments to 10 CFR 51 dealing with NEPA issues will be proposed in the near

f ture and will consider issues raised in the Berick letter.

1 ENCLOSURE C



Environmental Policy Institute
* 317 Pennsylvania Ave. S.E. Washington. D.C. 'd0C03

202/ 544-2600

September 21, 1983

Dear Bob,

Sorry for the delay On getting this over to you
and for some of the strong language, but I have gone
over the proposed revision several times and think
that there are some very serious problems with what
has been proposed and the way it has been proposed.

Sincerely,
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9/20/83

To: Interested Parties '

From: David BerickeEnyironmental Policy Institute

Re: Comments on Draft NRC Revisions to NRC High-Level Waste
Licensing Regulations(lO CFR Part 60)(8/17/83 NRC Draft)

A charitable interpretation of the 8/17/83 draft of revisions
to Part 60 would be that the staff 'has greatly exaggerated the
differences between the Nuclear Waste Policy Act(NWPA) and the
current version of Part .60 and has proposed changes that do not
accurately reflect either'the ihtent of the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act or the conduct of the federal nuclear waste program in
practice. The proposed changes could also be read to suggest a
deliberate and drastic effort to limit the scope and independence*
of NRC's authority and review of the DOE HLW program. Although
the draft suggests that the revisions are based on~the past three
years of history with the federal qwaste program, one might'
conclude that there are some in the NRC staff who have a
distinctly revisionist view' of' that'history and wish to
circumvent the type of solid, independent review conducted by the
NRC staff of the DOE's program notably of'the Hanford SCR.

Issue 1) Excl~non jaf BMEA Considerations_.

The draft revisions propose to -exclude, and defer until a
later procedure, the incorporation nf NEPA consias. Taken I
on its face, thid is a serious flaw. -Part 60,.as now
constructed, strongly reflects the need by the Commission for
information.on site suitability and-onalternative-sites to carry
out its NEPA.responsibilities. In promulgating Part 60 , the
Commissi.on recognized that its ability to make a NEPA
determination would',rely heavily on-the suitability of DOE's
candidate sites. ''The Commission also.- recognized that
consideration, of 'alternatives, andithe suitability: of DOE's sites
'might inideed be appropriate. where nece- sry-0 o esirable to
protect health.0(46 FR 13972,'2/25/81). Those responsibilities
are not diminished, in any way, by the Nuclear'Waste Policy
Act(NWPA).. -Among other considerations, Section 114(f) of the
NVWPA reaffirm, NRC's NEPA and health and safety responsibilities
under both the Atomic Energy Act and the Energy Reorganization
Act.

It is''also important to'note, that under the NWPA, compliance
with NEPA constitutes a limitation for sit'e characterization
activities. Section 113(c) clearly restricts DOE from carrying
out any activities during charact'erization not required "for
evaluation of- the suitability of such candidate site for an
application to be submitted to the' Commission...and for
compliance with the-National Environmental Policy Act of 1969(42

1



U.S.C. 4321 et seq.)3 NRC must review this issue in the site
characterization plan and it must also be certain that the DOE
program leading to application addresses the Commission's need to
fulfill NEPA. The Commission must also concur in the use
radioactive materials as part of those activities. It is not
possible, in my view, to separate these NEPA-related aspects of
site characterization-directly aimed. at fulfulling DOE's NEPA and
NWPA responsibilities from the NRC's own NWPA and NEPA review
authorities.

As a result, I am lead to conclude that the NRC proposal to
exclude NEPA considerations from a revised Part 60 -is an improper
and inappropriate procedure. Imusttalso p int out-that the
exclusion-of NEPA related issues, such as site Au taIli yiand
alternative-sites, is used to justify-& #iropo~ed-l-mita.t op of
the scope of the site characterization epai'n;A-*'and tb4EhCom ifaion's
review of DOE site characterization activities. The proposal sets
up a Catch-22 situation wherein NEPA issues cannot be considered
because they are deferred to a.future rulemaking while at the
same time the Commission does 'consider' such issues and deletes"
them altogether from the Commission's Part 60 licensing
regulations; a decision that cannot be addressed.

As elaborated below, the exclusion of NEPA considerations at.
the site characterization stage,. coupled with a decidedly
erroneous conclusion that the NWPA requires submission of the
site characterization plan at a later time in the repository
siting schedule than the current version of Part 60, leads to a
drastic limitation of NRC's independent review--of-DOE's program
at the site characterization stage. The proposed revision would
drastically-reduce the scope of the site characterization plan
and NRC review specifically in the area of site suitablIty and
alternatives issues.

(Note: It is ironic that the authors of the proposed revision
have constructed an extensive, if somewhat questionable, argument
for the revision of Part 60 based on the statutory interpretation
of the NWPA- and "futher understanding and experience gained over
the past three years' (pp. 2-3), yet overlook a statutory
requirement which would require possible revision of Part 60 to
conform to general environmental standards to be promulgated by
EPA(Section 121 of PIPA).

Issue 2) nontenteion That NNPA Recuirea Site Characterizatign
tevi e t At. Later Point in 1the Shedul e

The-proposed revision repeatedly contends that the NWPA
requires DOE to submit its site characterization plan.to the NRC
at a later point in time than the current version of Part 60.
The argument and presentation of this contention in the proposal
can at best be characterized as misleading and,, at worst, as
deceitful. The proposal constructs an elaborate and pervasive
argument that the current version of Part 60 requires submission
of DOE's site characterization report was early as possible after
the commencement of planning' whereas the NWPA requires such

2
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submission -prior to sinking a shaftu for characterization.
Unfortunately, this argument is based on a persistent, and one
must conclude deliberate, misrepresentation of both Part 60 and
the NWPA.

First, and perhaps most egregious in thigsregard, the text of
the proposal misrepresents the current version -of: Part 60
throughout,. and without pxegRtIon. At no time, including an page
8 of the text where the current version of Part 60 is described
on .the issue of timing, does the proposal accurately and
completely quote Part 60. Without exception the first sentence
of Section 60.11 of Part 60, which is central to this issue, is
cited and quoted incompletely and without inclusion of the
operative phrase "prior to site. characterization." With the
exception of the text on page 8, the proposal also fails to cite
the language of Section 60.11 to the effect-that such "planning'
is 'Ifr. -A pa ticular ggolo gi rZpoitry xier.at Lr.fne
invariably implying that planning" for -site selection is the
trigger. for submission of the site characterization report.
-Nothing could be tarther from the truth and a straightforward
reading of Section 60.11 makes this clear.

Rather than the czse portrayed in the proposed revision in
which the NWPA has a dramatically different submission date from
Part 60, the only distinction that genuinely exists between the
two is language stating -that submission takes place "prior to
sinking a shaftu(for characterization)(NWPA) and 'prior to site
characterizationw(Part 60). Any effective difference, small as it
may be, between these two operative phrases is further limited by
the definitions and.substance of the appropriate provisions of
the NWPA and Part 60, as discussed below. -

Although Part.60 includes a range of activities, other than
"sinking a-shaft", that might be construed to trigger submission
of DOE's characterization -materials by an overly anxious reader,
the definition of "site characterization" -in Part-60 clearly
excludes "preliminary borings and gecphysical testing needed to
.decide wnether site characterization should be undertaken."(Sec.
60.2(p)). This limitation is significant. Despite the suggestion
in the proposed revision that Part 60 requires submission at a
preliminary -planning stage, Part 60 does not require submission,
.in any event, prior to conduct of activities tn Identsify A. zlte
f=r characterization. The contention in the proposal that the
NWIPA creates a new procedure wherein DOE will have.-already
selected sites for characterization before the initiation of
DOE's characterization paperwork is erroneous. The definitions of
site characterization in the NWPA and Part 60, and the exclusion
of activities 'needed to decide whether site characterization
should be undertaken,' are -virtually identical. Part 60 also
predicates site selection of a .particular geologic operations
-area'; -a specific location:within a site comparable to the
location of characterization area.

Furthermore, little practical -distinction, if any, can be
made between the NWPA and Part 60 as to when: the DOE would

3



actually have to initiate its site characterization report or
plan and when the NRC would need to receive such a submission.
As the NRC proposal acknowledges on page 19, the site
characterization plan must be submitted to the: NRC
"...sufficiently far in advance so that comments may be developed

-and submitted back to DOE early enough to be considered when
shaft sinking occurs.,.." If anything, the schedule in the NWPA
which requires identification of sites to be characterized by
January 1, 1985 and completion of site selection in 1987 or
1988(obviously including preparation of the site characterization
plan and NRC's timely review and comment)would suggest that
delaying DOE's submission to a point in time just prior to
sinking the shaft would present neither DOE nor NRC with
sufficient time to complete the paperwork and review.

The statement in the proposed revision on page 19 concerning
the need for DOE's timely submission borders on the hypocritical
given the lengths to which the authors have gone to argue against
timely submission as required in Part 6O.--The-tscheduling-rPfix
proposed in the revision--the deletion of-the draft site
characterization assessment because .of..,the 'scheduling mandates
of the Waste Policy Act" pleaded on page 21 of the draft--
revision has a decidedly hollow ring.

Additional concerns over the proposed restriction of NRC's
site characterization review are discussed.below, but it is worth
noting here that under the NRC's current' Part. 60-review
procedures the issuance of a draft staff assessment-would-add
three to four months at zat to the review period. The value of
an independent NRC staff assessment with opportunityafor..-public
comment far outweighs this minor schedule delays-a position taken
by the NRC when Part 60 was promulgated. The proposed revision
effectively repudiates the Commission's earlier finding that the
provision of an opportunity for public comment alleviated, in
part, the need for a formal licensing action at this early stage
while providing "...early Commission, State and public
involvement without undue 'schedule delays."(44 PR 70409, December
6, 1979).

In developing the current Part 60 requirement for a draft
assessment with public comment the Commission. considered
conducting this preliminary licensing step .under its Early Site
Review(ESR) regulations (10 CFR Part 2 Subpart F) with the
objective of resolving siting issues. The Commission recognized
that the unique circumstances.of siting of a geologic repository
precluded resolution of such issues at this early stage.
However, the Commission did find that.while the site
characterization stage did not constitute an appropriate point to
conduct a formal ajudicatory licensing proceeding, this stage did
represent an critical first step in the licensing process for
geologic repositories. By removing the opportunity for public
comment of the draft assessment, the proposed revision alters the
basic role of the NRC as independent regulator balancing the
views-of DOE and interested parties. Instead, the NRC assessment
that emerges from the proposed revision appears inescapably to be
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little more than a negotiated agreement between the NRC and the
DOE staff(see additional 'comments below).

Issue 3) ES e Role in Site± Screening n iLd SelectlUn

The draft revision argues that the- iIPA ;..-makes no specific
provision.for the Commission to engage 'in,.- orindependently
reviewtm-tiie politically sensitive.processes of site.screening'-and-
.site:'sel.ection.°(page 14 of draft). Once again,.the proposal
leans on selective interpretation to extend support for the
authors' policy predilections where none exists. The proposal
draws an entirely artificial distinction between those 'politi-
cally sensitive" aspects of the site selection process which
preceed submission'of the site characterization plan and those
that follow. The NWPA makes no such distinction and in fact the
site selection process for the second repository must necessarily
include two sites.already characterizedland not selected)for the
first repository, thereby guaranteeing prior NRC "involvement" in
this Opolitically sensitive'stage(see Sec. 114(f)).

What the NWPA does suggest is that the entire process of
identifying potential sites to final site selection after charac-
terization and state concurrence or Oveto' is part of a single
site selection process leading the submission of a repository
construction permit application to the Commission. There is
nothing about the selection of a final site,'-a decision that the
Commission is party'to, that-suggests that it is any less 'sensi-
tive'. The. concern here, of courser is not whether or not the
Commission engage in politically controversial issues, but whet-
her it has a basis for vithdrawing itself from the review and
oversight of DOE's process for selecting 'sites for nomination and
characterization. The argument drawn by implication that-.certain
.site selection activities are more 'or less 'political" and not
appropriate for Commission involvement does not hold water.

Similarly, the argument that no specifiC role is given to the
NRC in the NVPA unt~il the site selection plan is submitted is
refuted by the Commission's own action in entering a memorandum-
of-understanding with DOE covering-*this specific period in time--
the so-called "Procedural Agreement'(48 PR 38701, August 25,
1983). It is worth noting that the Procedural Agreement cites,
as justification, conformance with the NWPA'for this "early'
NRC/DOE interaction and oversight process. The NRC cannot, in my
view, interpret_ the NWPA both ways; as limiting the early
initiation of NRC oversight as-suggested.in the proposed revision
of Part 60, and authorizing such early intervention as spelled
out in the Procedural'Agreement. The Commission, in fact, has
long recognized the need to be involved as early as possible in
the oversight of the- DOE program; a fact underscored by the
procedural agreement and articulated inPart.60. Early
involvement is virtually essential given the largeenormous site
selection program mandated by the NWPA and not contemplated by
Part 60; the siting of two repositories from pools- of five
nominated sites.
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A corollary issue to early NRC review is the proposal to
defer the issue of Commission comment on the DOE's environmental
assessments at the site nomination until a future proceeding
concerning NEPA issues. As noted earlier, consideration of NEPA
related issues should not be deferred nor should deferral serve
as an excuse for adopting a policy, de facto, that the Commission-
will not enegage in oversight and review of key site selection
issues such as the nomination of site and the preparation of
Environmental Assessments.

Issue 4).-Sco.a g.E3 Review -

The proposed revision of Part 60 dramatically limits the
scope of the NRC review of the DOE's site characterization
activities notably limiting the information and issues to be
included in the site characterization plan. The proposal states
that the NWPA neglects to include wthe method. by-which.theiste
was selected for characterization, the indentification-and
location of alternative media and sites at Vhich DOE intends to
conduct--site characterizations and--a-ffd'stcitptiow-of the decision
process by which thevsitewas selected for characterization."
These characterization plan components, the proposal concludes,
should therefore be excluded.

As in many other.cases in this proposal, the authors rely
upon a questionable argument to make their case, i.e. these
factors are spelled out in detail in an NRC rule(Part 60) and are
not spelled out in equal detail in statute(the NWPA), therefore
they are to be excluded. In the process, the proposal makes what
can only be described as a gratuitous interpretation of the
statutory language authorizing the inclusion of these very
factors, i.e. Section 113(b)(1)(A)(iv) which includes, in the
contents of the site characterization plan, criteria to be used
to determine the suitability of such candidate site for the
location of a repository, developed pursuant to section 112(a)."

The proposal not only choses to ignore this requirement and
the clear opportunity to incorporate the 'questionable" site
selection factors under this category, but on page 30 of the text
the authors make the gratuitous statement that complying with
this section would entail "merely stating the criteria, which are
the DOE siting guidelines described in Section 112(a) of the
Waste Policy Act" and this might appear to have little purpose.

There is no statutory language to support the interpretation
in the proposed revision of Part 60. and >At is highly
questionable that incorporation of criteria used to determine the
suitability of a site to be characterized would merely be the
reiteration of the DOE's site.selection.,-gq-iadilines. Neither
Section 112(a) nor Section 113 of NWPA equate "criteria" with the
"general guidelines" authorized in that Section. A more
practical reading of this provision would be-as a requirement to
elaborate how the DOE selected the specific site in question and
how the DOE guidelines were applied in that process.
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As the RMC staff is well -aware, ,DOE bas-cepeatedly-balked at
establishing a site-specific methodology for applying the Section
112 guidelines to say nothing of incorporating such -methodology
in the guidelines. This has been a major point of controversy
'regardjn.ig the DOE-guidelines4 Equally important, 'OUihihas.-not
prQposed-a -definitivn epxoces;;,fi.oitkl.,eting.the-three taites Lto -be
characteri-tzed' r'om;m the pooli of 7fiveznominat.9d sites nor- assurance
that such a decision will be subject to-adequate independent
revSiew. The. NRC identified these same problems, the application
of site selection guidelines to specific site selection decisions
including the selection of the three sites to be charactarized,
in its comments to the DOE(Letter of April 7, 1983 from R.E.
Browning, to R.L. Morgan and NRC Staff Comments dated April 1,
1983)

In view of the controversy surrounding this issue and the
NRC's own comments to DOEr one is left with a sense of disbelief
at -the authors' feigned ignorance, expressed on page 30, as to
the purpose of Subsection (iv) and their. failure to give that
statutory language its full weight. As if to add insult to
injury, the 'proposal makes -light. of the inclusion of
Subsection(v) requiring the DOE to include in the site
characterization plan "any other information required by the
Commission." The inclusion of Subsection(v) demonstrates that
list of factors in Section 113(b) to be included in the site
characterization plan is not all inclusive as-suggested -in-the
proposed revision and certainly Section 113(b) does not require
the exclusion of information or factors'Lot elaborated upon in
detail in Section 113(b). Section 113(b) clearly allows, if not
requires under Subsection(iv), the inclusion of the types of site
selection information determined in the proposed revision to be
ripe for exclusion and Subsection(v) clearly authorizes the NRC
to require such information.

Issue 5) NRC Independence nd Public Participation

As noted in my remarks above under Issue 2, the proposed
revision alters the Commission's independent relationship to the
DOE waste program. The most obvious case. is the deletion of the
draft assessment of the site characterization report. Whereas
Part 60 now considers the submission and review of the site
characterization report a means for all interested parties
including states and the public to review the adequacy of the
NRC staff assessment, the proposed&revision creates a situation
wherein the NRC review and assessment is no longer the subject of
comment -by "interested parties".

The proposed revision, with no direction in the NWPA to
support it, has terminated the preliminary licensing review
represented by the NRC assessment process in Part 60 in favor of
the preparation of a document which would merely summarize
NRC/DOE agreements on a very narrow range of issues involving
prospective site characterization activities. The principal
justification for this proposal is drawn not from the NWPA but
from the existence of the recently negotiated Procedural
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Agreement and-from 'scheduling' considerations discussed above.

The purpose of the Procedural Agreement was not to protect the.
procedural rights of interested parties but to "assure that an
information flow is maintained between the two agencies'. The
proposal erroneously suggests, on pages 21 and 22, that the
rights of interested parties and the public granted under Part 60
are protected by the.Agreement; a protection that merely allows.
"members.of. the public being permitted to attend as observers."
(48 FR 38702, August 25, 1983).

The rights of interested parties and the public in general,
especially concerning early site review and developed in. formal
agency rulemaking in Part 60, are not equivalent to, nor compara-
ble to, those provided under the proposed revision which relies
upon an interagency agreement developed in informal interagency
discussions. Attendance at technical meetings, especially
considering the requirements of time, personnel, and resources to
attend the lengthy series of such meetings, cannot possibly
provide an adequate or equivalent opportunity for public
participation envisioned in either Part 60 or the NWPA.
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DRAFT CONGRESSIONAL LETTER

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed for your information is a copy of a notice of proposed rulemaking

to be published in the Federal Register.

On February 25, 1981 the Commission promulgated final procedures to

implement its statutory authority to license and regulate the disposal

of high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories (46 FR 13971).

The enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982--Public Law 97-425

(Nuclear Waste Policy Act) led the Commission to reexamine some of the

procedures given in the final rule, 10 CFR Part 60 for conformity with

those contained in the statute. As a result of this review, the Commission

believes that certain revisions to the procedures in 10 CFR Part 60 are

__-- ,_necessary. In addition, the Commission is taking this opportunity to clarify

its procedures in light of further understanding and experience gained since

the promulgation of the procedural rule. The enclosed proposed amendments male

certain revisions to the procedures for site characterization and the

participation of States and Indian tribes in the process of siting, licensing,

and development of a geologic repository for high-level nuclear waste. The

proposed amendments affect the means and timing of State and Indian tribe

participation. However, the Commission believes that the proposed amendments

do not significantly alter the basic principle of providing for the fullest and

most complete participation of States and Indian tribes possible within

the limits of the Commission's authority.

Sincerely,

Robert B. Minogue, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: As stated
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Regulatory Analysis

10 CFR Part 60

1. Statement of the Problem

The final rule 10 CFR Part 60, "Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes

in Geologic Repositories," as currently written (46 FR 13971), contains proce-

dures for site characterization and the participation of States and Indian

tribes in the siting, licensing, and development of high-level radioactive

waste repositories. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Public Law 97-425

(Nuclear Waste Policy Act), establishes in considerable detail the procedures

to be followed in the process of siting and licensing a geologic repository.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act contains specific provisions for site characteriza-

tion and State and Indian tribe participation in the process of siting, licensing,

and development of high-level radioactive waste repositories.

Revisions to the procedures given in the final rule 10 CFR Part 60 for

site characterization and the participation of States and Indian tribes are

being proposed. For the most part, the revisions are needed in order to reflect

the provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, particularly as 'they

relate to site characterization and the participation of States and Indian

tribes in the process of siting, licensing, and development of disposal facil-

ities. In addition, however, the Commission is taking this opportunity to

clarify its procedures in the light of further understanding and experience

gained since the promulgation of the procedural rule.

2. Objective

The objective of the proposed regulatory action is to make certain changes

in 10 CFR Part 60 to reflect procedures for site characterization and for State

and Indian tribe participation in the process of siting, licensing, and

developing of high-level radioactive waste repositories established by the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act, and to clarify the Commission's procedures in light of the
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experience gained since the promulgation of the procedural rule 10 CFR Part 60

several years ago.

3. Alternatives

(a) Leave the final provisions of 10 CFR Part 60 (46 FR 13971) intact.

(b) Delete reference to State and Indian tribe participation in the

process of siting, licensing, and development of a repository in 10 CFR Part 60,

and publish procedures for State and Indian tribe participation as a regulatory

guide.

4. Consequences

(a) Proposed Action: Publish proposed changes in 10 CFR Part 60 to bring

procedures for site characterization and State and Indian tribe participation

in the siting, licensing, and development of high-level radioactive waste

repositories in accordance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, and to clarify

the procedures in light of recent experience.

The proposed revisions in 10 CFR Part 60 would bring the final rule in

conformity with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. They would clarify the proce-

dures for site characterization and State and Indian tribe interaction with the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission in light of recently enacted legislation and the

experience gained over the last several years. The clarification of these

procedures would benefit States and Indian tribes by giving them accurate,

realistic information about opportunities available to States and Indian tribes

to participate in consultations with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This

would in turn make the process of siting, licensing, and development of high-

level radioactive waste geologic repositories more efficient.

The most effective way of promulgating the revised procedures would

be as revisions to 10 CFR Part 60. The promulgation of the revised procedures

in this format would accomplish the objective with no unnecessary delay in

making the revisions public.
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(b) Alternative 1: Leave the provisions of the final rule, 10 CFR Part 60,

intact.

This alternative would be inadequate because it would result in inconsistencies

between the final rule, 10 CFR Part 60 and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. These

inconsistencies would leave uncertain the opportunities for participation of

States and Indian tribes in the NRC activities related to siting, licensing,

ind development of a high-level radioactive waste geologic repository, and could

lead to costly and time-consuming inefficiencies in the process.

The staff also considered a variation of this alternative where only

minor changes would be made to conform terminology in 10 CFR Part 60 to the

Waste Act, as an administrative rulemaking, without opportunity for public

comment. This variation would result in the same uncertainties and

inefficiencies in the licensing process.

(c) Alternative 2: Delete reference to State and Indian tribe participa-

tion in 10 CFI Part 60 and publish procedures for State and Indian tribe

participation as a regulatory guide.

If this alternative were adopted, participation of States and Indian tribes

would not be governed by the regulations of 10 CFR Part 60. Publishing proce-

--- dures for-State and-Indian tribe participation as a regulatory guide would give

only suggested guidance. States and Indian tribes have indicated strong

preference for formal procedures. The regulatory guide approach would not be

suitable for this reason.

5. Decision Rationale

The NRC staff has evaluated the proposed action and two alternative courses

of action. The procedures for site characterization and State and Indian tribe

participation in the siting, licensing, and development of high-level radioactive

waste geologic repositories must be revised to bring them in accordance with

the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, and to clarify the procedures in light of recent

experience. Revising the procedures for State and Indian tribe participation

by means of revising the final rule, 10 CFR Part 60, is the most effective

method of accomplishing this.
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PROCEDURAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
AND THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY IDENTIFYING GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR

INTERFACE DURING SITE INVESTIGATION AND SITE CHARACTERIZATION

This Procedural Agreement outlines procedures for consultation and
exchange of information which the Commission (NRC) and the Department
(DOE) will observe in connection with the characterization of sites for a
geologic repository under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. The
purpose of these procedures is to assure that an information flow is
maintained between the two agencies which will facilitate the
accomplishment by each agency of its responsibilites relative to site
investigation and characterization under the National Waste Policy Act
(NWPA). The agreement is to assure that NRC receives adequate
information on a timely basis to enable NRC to review, evaluate, and
comment on those DOE activities of regulatory interest in accordance with
DOE's project decision schedule and thereby facilitate early identification
of potential licensing issues for timely staff resolution. The agreement
is to assure that DOE has prompt access to NRC for discussions and
explanations relative to the intent, meaning and purpose of NRC comments
and evaluations on DOE activities and so that DOE can be aware, on a
current-basis, of the status.of.NRC actions relative to DOE activities.

This Procedural Agreement shall be subject to the provisions of any
project decision schedule that may hereafter be established by DOE, and
any regulations that may hereafter be adopted by NRC, pursuant to law.
In particular, nothing herein shall be construed to limit the authority
of the Commission to require the submission of information as part of a
general plan for site characterization activities to be conducted at aC candidate site or the submission of reports on the nature and extent of
site characterization activities at a candidate site and the information
developed from such activities.

1. NRC On-Site Representatives

As early.as practicable, following area phase field work, NRC on-site
representatives will be stationed at each site undergoing investigation
principally to serve as a point of prompt informational exchange and
consultation and to preliminarily identify concerns about such
investigations relating to potential licensing issues.

2. Meetings-

From the time this agreement is entered into, and for so long as
site characterization activities are being planned or are in

1
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progress, DOE and NRC will schedule and hold meetings periodically
as provided in this section. A written report agreed to by both
DOE and NRC will be prepared for each meeting including agreements
reached.

a. Technical meetings will be held between DOE and NRC technical
staff to: review and consult on interpretations of data;
identify potential licensing issues; agree upon the sufficiency
of available information and data; and agree upon methods and
approaches for the acquisition of additional information and
data as needed to facilitate NRC reviews and evaluations and
for staff resolution of such potential licensing issues.

b. Periodic management meetings will be held at the site-specific
( project level whenever necessary, but at least quarterly, to

review the summary results of the technical meetings; to review
the status of outstanding concerns and issues; discuss plans for
resolution of outstanding items and issues; to update the
schedule of technical meetings and other actions needed for
staff resolution of open items regarding site characterization
programs; and to consult on what generic guidance is advisable and
necessary for-NRC to prepare. Unresolved management issues will
be promptly elevated to upper management for resolution.

c. Early technical meetings will be scheduled to discuss written
NRC comments on DOE documents such as Site Characterization
Plans, DOE's semi-annual progress reports, and technical reports
to foster a mutual understanding of comments and the information or
activities needed for staff resolution of the comments.

( d. In formulating plans for activities which DOE will undertake to
develop information needed for staff resolution of potential
licensing issues, DOE will meet with NRC to provide an
overview of the plans so that NRC can comment on their sufficiency.
These discussions will be held sufficiently early so that any
changes that NRC comments may entail can be duly considered by
DOE in a manner not to delay DOE activities.

e. Schedules of activities pertaining to technical meetings will be made
publicly available. Potential host States and affected Indian
tribes will be notified and invited to attend technical meetings
covered in this section (Section 2, Meetings). The notification
will be given on a timely basis by the DOE. These technical
meetings will be open meetings with members of the public being
permitted to attend as observers.
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3. Timely Release of Information

a. Data collected during site investigations will be made
available to NRC on a current, continuing basis after the DOE
(or DOE contractor) quality assurance checks that are inherent
in determining that the data has been obtained and documented
properly.

b. DOE's analyses and evaluations of data will be made available
to NRC in a timely manner.

4. Site Specific Samples

Consistent with mutually agreed on procedures, DOE will provide NRC
( with site specific samples to be used by NRC for independent

analysis and evaluation.

5. Agency Use of Information

It is understood that information made available to either Agency
under this agreement may be used at that Agency's option in carrying
out its responsibilities.

6. Project Specific Agreements

Project specific agreements to implement the above principles will be
negotiated within 120 days of the time this agreement is entered
into. These project specific agreements will be tailored to the
specific projects to reflect the differences In sites and project
organizations.

C 7. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as limiting forms of
informal consultation not mentioned in this agreement (for example,
telephone conversation or exchanges of reports). These other
consultations will be documented in a timely manner.

Robert L. Mo , Pr ct Director /Jo n G. Davis,-Director
Nuclear Waste Policy Act Office of Nuclear Material
Project Office Safety and Safeguards

U.S. Department of Energy U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Date: D Date: __ _ __ __

f I
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PART-60 - DISPOSAL-OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE

WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

§ 60.2 Definitions

As used in this part:

(a) "Affected Indian tribe' means an-affected Indian tribe as
defined in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.*,

~i
[ill-"iRd~aR-TF~bel-meaR5-an-Rndan-t4Pbe-aS-def4Red-4R-the-intaR&f

(fq}..i~p~ba}..epgap~a~R-easaT~a eeRa~R-see+e

4n-the-tRd4&R-$e~f-DetePR+Rat+eR-and-Edteatten-Ass+tstaee-Aet-fPubT6e6-aw

93-638}Tj

Subpart B Licenses

Preapplication Review

[§-60640] 60.15 Site characterization.
(a) Prior to submittal of an application for a license to be issued

under this part the DOE shall conduct a program of site characterization

with respect to the site to be described in such application. -

(b) Unless the Commission determines with respect-to the site

described in the application that it is not necessary, site characteriza-

tion shall include a program of in situ exploration and testing at the

depths that wastes would be emplaced.

(c) As provided in § 51.40 of this chapter, DOE is also required to
conduct a program of site characerization, including in situ testing at

depth, with respect to alternative sites.

*Comparative text - Additions to existing regulations are underlined and
deletions are dashed through and enclosed in brackets.
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*
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* .. .* . * .. * *

§ 60.16 Site characterization plan required.

Before proceeding to sink shafts at any area-which has been approved

by the President for site characterization, DOE shall submit to the

Director, for review and comment, a site characterization plan for such

area.

§ 60.17 Contents of site characterization plan.

The site characterization plan shall contain --

(a) A general plan for site characterization activities to be

conducted at the area to be characterized, which general plan

must include --

(1) A description of such area, including information on

quality-assurance programs that have been applied to the
collection, recording, and retention of information used

in preparing such description.

(2) A description of such site characterization activities,

including the following --

(1) The extent of planned excavations;
(ii) Plans for any onsite testing with radioactive or

nonradioactive material;

(lii) Plans for any investigation activities that may

affect the capability of such area to isolate

high-level radioactive waste;

(iv) Plans to control any adverse impacts from such site

characterization activities that are important to

safety or that are important to waste isolation;

and
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(v) Plans to apply quality assurance to-data-collection,

recording, and retention.

(3) Plans for the decontamination and decommissioning of such

area, and for the mitigation of any significant adverse

environmental impacts caused by site characterization

activities, if such area is determined unsuitable for

application for a construction authorization for a geologic

repository operations area;

(4) Criteria, developed pursuant to section 112(a) of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (or in the case of a

geologic repository that is not subject to the Waste

Policy Act, such other siting criteria as may have been

used by DOE), to be used to determine the suitability of

such area for the location of a geologic repository; and

(5) Any other information which the Commission, by rule or

order, requires.

(b) A description of the possible waste form or waste package for

the high-level radioactive waste to be emplaced in such geologic

repository, a description (to the extent practicable) of the

relationship between such waste form or waste package and the

host rock at such area, and a description of the activities

being conducted by DOE with respect to such possible waste

form or waste package or their relationship; and

(c) A conceptual design for the geologic repository operations

area that takes into account likely site-specific require-

ments.
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§ 60.18 Review of-site characterization activities.*

(a)_ The Director shall cause to be published in'the Federal Register

a notice that a site characterization plan his been received from DOE and

that a staff review-of such plan has begun. The notice must identify th'e

area to be characterized and the NRC staff members to be consulted for

further information.

- (b) The Director shall make a copy of-the site characterization plan

>-available at the Public Document Room. The Director shall also transmit

copies of the published notice of receipt to the Governor and legislature

of the State in which the area-to be characterized is located and to the

governing body of any-affected Indian tribe.:!- In addition, the Director

shall make NRC staff available to consult with States and affected Indian

tribes as provided in Subpart C of this part.

(c)- The Director shallireview the site characterization plan and

prepare a site characterization analysis with-respect to such plan.

In the preparation of such site characterization-analysis, the Director

may-invite and consider the views of interested persons on DOE's site

characterization plan and may review and consider comments made in

connection-with public hearings held by DOE.

(d) The Director shall provide to DOE the site characterization

analysis togetherwith-such additional'cornents as may be warranted.

These comments must include either a statement that'the-Director has no

objection to the DOE's site characterization program, if such a-statement

is appropriate, or specific objections-with respect!to-DOE'sprogram for

characterization of the area concerned. In addition, the Director may

make specific recommendations pertinent to DOE's site characterization

program.

*In addition to the review of'site characterization activities specified
,in this section, the Commission-contemplates an ongoing-review of other
Information on site investigation and site characterization, in order
to allow early Identification of potential licensing issues for timely
resolution. This activity will include, for example, a review of the
environmental assessments prepared by DOE at the time of site nomination.
A procedural agreement covering NRC-DOE interface during site investiga
tion and site characterization has been published in the Federal Register.
48 FR 38701, August 25, 1983. -
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(e) If DOE's planned site characterization activities include onsite

testing with radioactive material, the Director's comments shall include a

determination, if appropriate, that the Commission concurs that the pro-

posed use of such radioactive material is necessary to provide data for

the preparation of the environmental reports required by law and for an

application to be submitted under § 60.22 of this part.

(f) The Director shall publish in the Federal Register a notice

2 of availability of'the site characterization analysis-and a request for

public conmment. A reasonable period, not less than 90 days, shall be

allowed for comment. Copies of the site charatterization analysis and of

-the comments received shall be made available at the Public Document Room.

(g) During the conduct of site characterization activities, DOE

shall report not less than once every six months to the Comm 4-ion on

the nature and extent of such activities and the information that has

been developed and on the progress of waste form and waste package

research and development. The semiannual reports must include the

results of site characterization studies,-the identification of new

issues, plans for additional studies to resolve new issues, elimi-

nation of planned studies no longer necessary, identification of

decision points reached and modifications to schedules where appro

priate. DOE shall also report its progress in developing the design-

of a geologic repository operations area appropriate for the area

being characterized, noting when key design parameters or features

which depend upon the results of site characterization will be estab-

lished. Other topics related to site characterization must also be

covered if requested by the Director.

(h) During the conduct of site characterization activities, NRC

staff shall be permitted to visit and inspect the locations at which

such activities are carried out and to observe excavations, borings,

and in situ tests as they are done.

(i) The Director may comment at any time in writing to DOE,

expressing current views on any aspect of site characterization. In

particular, such comments shall be made whenever the Director, upon

review of comments invited on the site characterization analysis or
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upon review of DOE's'semiannual reports, determines that there are

substantial new grouhds for making recommendations or stating objec-

tions to DOE's site characterization program.

CS) The Director shall transmit copies of-the site characterization

analysis and all comments-to DOE made by him under this section to the

Governor and legislature of the State in whfch-the area to be characterized

is located and to the governing body of any affected Indian tribe. When

transmitting the site characterization analysis under this paragraph, the

Director shall invite the addresses to review and comment thereon.

(k) All correspondence between DOE and the NRC under this section,

including the reports described in paragraph (g), must be placed in the

Public Document Room.

(1) The activities described In paragraphs (a) through'(k) above

constitute informal conference between a prospective applicant and the

staff, as desctibed in § 2.101(a)(1)'of this chapter, and are not part

of a proceeding under the Atomic'Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Accordingly, neither the issuance of a site characterization analysis nor

any other comments of the Director made under this section constitute

_____ a commitment to issue any authorization or license or in any way affect
the authority of the Commission, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Board, Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, other presiding officers, or
the Dirctor, in any such proceeding

Subpart C--Participation by State Governments and Indian Tribes

§ 60.61 Provision of information.
(a) The Director'shall provide to the Governor and legislature of

any State in which a geologic repository operations area is or may be

located, and to the governing body of any affected Indian'tribe, timely

and complete information regarding determinations or plans made by the

Commission'with respect to the site characterization, siting, development,

design, licensing, construction,'operation, regulation, permanent closure,

or decontamination and dismantlement of surface facilities, of such

geologic repository operations area.
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(b) For purposes of this section, a geologic repository operations

area shall be considered to be one which "may be located" in a State if

the location thereof in such State has been described in a site character-

ization proposal submitted to the Commission under this part.

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the Director is not required to

distribute any document to any entity if, with respect to such document,

that entity or its counsel is included on a service list prepared pursuant

to Part 2 of this chapter.

(d) Copies of all communications by the Director under this section

shall be placed in the Public Document Room, and copies thereof shall be

furnished to DOE.

Ef-69T6--S4te-pev4ew.

D9E-has-selested-a-s4te-$sw-s4te-sharaetep4zatssRT-4R-aeeardaRee-w~th

§-69sXlsb~l-aRd-upeR-the-request-a$-a-State7-the-54reetep-sha++-gtake

ava+Table-NJRG-staff-te-eeR'sy}8-w4th-reprwesentatswes-al-StateT-IRdsaR-tpsbaI

apd-leea;-SeyerRp~emts-te-keep-them-4RfeFmed-e$-the-94ree~ters-vsew-eR-the

-- p-rogess-9$-s4se-ehafaetep~zatteR-and-te-Re%4$y-them-e$-any-subsequent

meet4R~s-oF-$uPtheP-e99sY~tat+eRs-w~th-the-DGE. ]

§60.62 Site review.

(a) Whenever an area has been approved by the President for site

characterization, and upon request of a State or an affected Indian

tribe, the Director shall make NRC staff available to consult with

representatives of such States and tribes.

(b) Requests for consultation shall be made in writing to the

Director.

$feaR-the-StateT-;RdeaR-tp4bal-aRd-;eea;-geVefRi~eRts-as-a~ppFepf~ate.-ea-the

Gep~es-s$-sveh-quest$sns-se-essmeRts-and-the~p-respsases-shaTI-be-made

ava+}able-4R-the-Publse-geeuSaent-Reem-ard-shall-be-stpansmrsted-ts-the-99EsI
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(c) Consultation under this section may include:

(1) Keeping the parties informed of the-Director's views on the

progress of site characterization.

(2) Review of applicable NRC regulations, licensing procedures,

schedules, and opportunities for state participation in the Comnission's

regulatory activities.

(3) Cooperatibn in development of proposals for State participation

In license reviews.

[1-6g?62--F414ng-ef-pFepesals-fep-6tate-pa't4e4pat~eR

(a+--GeisUtateR-eF-~d-§-69rC-may-4Re1Ide,-anieRg-etheF-th4Rgs~-a
rev4ew-ef-app14eab~e-NRG-Pegukatteis,-44eeRs4RS-pfeeeduPes,-peteRt4a;

seheduleslr-and-the-type~-and-seepse-ef-State-eet$vsthes-4s-the-}44eese-Fev4ew

peFm~tted-bY-Iawr--}"-add~t~efiv-staf$-sha;;-be-made-ava4;ab~e-te-6e~seeFate

fb}--States-petentfal~y-affeeted-by-s4t$^g-ef-a-Seeleg4t-fepesrte~y

eperat4eIs-aPea-at-a-s4te-that-has-beeA-seleeted-fe F-ehaFaeteFPEat4eI-May

submAtt-te-the-P4reetef.;--f~epesa;-fer-State-partr4epatren-4s-the-reryew-e$

the-S4.te-6haw.aete.{aat~eR-R~epert-a~d/eP-4*ee1se-appT4eat~eR.--A-State's-
prepesa;-te-part~e$pate-fEay-be-svbsi~tted'at-any-t4ffe-pp~ep-te-deektet4R9-ef

an-app.eat$e,>-ew-ei-te-42§-days-tIhereaftePT -

(e7X--PiF'esals-feF-partse6$at~eR-$R-the-rev4ew-shal;-be-sisRed-by-the

the-feP}ew4i-4RferFat4e -

.(1--A-SeRe 4- eseF pt4eR-ef-hew-the'-State-w shes-te-pa tiespate-4

tke-FevtewT-spee$f4eaplyT-4deRtffy#R-these-4ss&es-whteh-4t-w4shes-te

- PE 4ev-- -

"' 24--A-deseP4pt4eR-ef-mateP4aI-aRd-4RfeFmat4eR-wh~eh-the-State

plans-te'-sfb~st-te-the-NRG-staff-fer-eeRs4deratreR-4n-the-er~eWT--A

teRtat4ye-sehedule-FefeFeie*Rg-steps-4R-the-rey4ew-eRd-eaenIdaF-dates

iep-plaRned-subsattals-sheuld-be-4neludedt
(31--A-deser{ptieR-4Relud4R-fund4R-est{Eates-ef-any-werk-tkat-the

State-prepeses-te-peFeR-fer-the-GeIm 4ss4enR-tIder-eeRtpaet;-4R-suppept

ef-the-iev4ew.
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(41--A-desep+,8+3R-ofS-ate-plaRs-te-fae+}+%ate-losal-gsvepRaieRt

a~d-e84w3eR-pawtXe4patIeIrT
{5)--A- ~TRR~-s~t-$tetye-~-xe83-R~r

wh~eh-the-State-expReets-shetl~d-a-gee~sg3e-repes+83 y-be-leeated-at-the

s4te-4R-qwes9$oR?

fd4--I$-the-State-des4pes-edueat~eRal-ep-$Rlea iqateR-sepy~ees

establ4sh4Rg-addt$OsRal-publ+e-doeume"X-poeass-eP-empleymeRt-op-exzehaRge

el-State-peps RReT-U~dep-the-I~tepgeepmenta;-PepseRpel-Aetl-these

sha4;-be-4ne~uded-w4th-the-prepesa1T

p-69T63--AF3Yav-ee-pPe5als

-sa}--The-p94pFedtPsh-aetvtwsapse-svw-ab~-4etRi-be~ge-si-e-rye-aesRd

magYes-es-hef-4Ftaket-w-h~eh-P e-State-r4a-bieasy-anyRp osTsbAte

i~24-§-Thesbb-Witese-as-v~eW-es-+4e-w+$y+R§aRee-ee~mueat~sRs-thetweeR

NsRG-and-te-St-thel-44w4-e~fe+ eate4beu8eR-pby-they-ste-s el~es

Pe bew-an-Su44ee-as-e-autaeU edby+ t-silaWTte9ietw-h}

appweve-a--he-aRy-paPt-eV-a-pt1-p4eaet1-as-hl-beay-be-ffarieed-4hwes-the

_ e-eet-desels+bed-athvev-4Fat-4n-s-dete -ARe4-phast

pispos-s-pebe-,tseedi-ahe-deets-aw-sh;s~tate-the-reaSb-s$$ep- the-arejed R

faRtde--A$-aesp-s-ab;eh-ehe-satspe~edma-seal;-bea ae-v~abe

tevb4a+--9e-wmP~edt-R99mT]-b}w+6ehne-ewunes4s-ew

.(6a) -Sh-tate and local goernmntwsb anpwd affete Inia4-trbes may~

peviewi-atde4ili-aene-a rev~ied-w ybpawh

che-Pubt4e-re. IeRt-ReeM?]

§ 60.63 Participation in license reviews.
(a) State and local governments and affected Indian tribes may

participate in license reviews as provided in Subpart G of Part 2 of this
chapter.
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(b) In addition, whenever an area has been approved by the President

for site-characterization, a State or an affected Indian tribe may submit

to the Director a proposal to facilitate its participation in the review

of a site characterization plan and/or license application. The proposal

may be submitted at any time and shall contain a description and schedule

of how the State or affected Indian tribe wishes to participate in the

review, of what services or activities the State or affected Indian tribe

wishes NRC to carry out, and how the services or activities proposed to

be carried out by NRC would contribute to such participation. The pro-

posal may include educational or information services (seminars, public

meetings) or other actions on the part of NRC, such as establishing addi-

tional public document rooms or employment or exchange of State personnel

under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act.

(c) The Director shall arrange for a meeting between the represen-

tatives of the State of affected Indian tribe and the NRC staff to dis-

cuss any proposal submitted under paragraph (b) of this section, with a

view identifying any modifications that may contribute to the effective

participation by such State or tribe.

(d) Subject to the availability of funds, the Director shall approve

all or any part of a proposal, as it may be modified through the meeting

described above, if it is determined that:

(1) The proposed activities are suitable in light of the type

and magnitude of impacts which the State or affected Indian tribe may

bear;

(2) The proposed activities (i) will- enhance communications

between-NRC and the State or affected Indian tribe, (ii) will make a

productive and timely contribution to-the license review, and (OM) are

authorized by law.

(e) The Director will advise the State or affected Indian tribe

whether its proposal has been accepted or denied, and if all or any part

of proposal is de'died, the Director shall state the reason for the

denial.
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(f) Proposals submitted under this section, and response thereto,

shall be made available at the Public Document Room.

[§-69?64--Pa&FlpatRo-by4-;Rd4aR-tP'besT
ial--ARY-;Rd~aR-tP4be-wh+eh-4S-potent~aT}y-al~steed-by-94t+Rg-e$-a

geeseg4e-Pepes4tesy-eperatseRs-apea-at-a-s$te-that-has-beeR-seleeted-foe
ehapaetep4zat4sR-may*

fl)--Request-eansultat49RT-as-prov~ded-w~th-Pespeet-ts-States-vRdep

4 -_69. 6

J24--Submsl-ppe~esaffs- X -papt~e~patlea7-as-ppsYsded-w~th-respeet

te-States-viidep-§-6g9s62--emeept-that-sgeh-pitepasals-shall-be-s49Red-by

the-TF~baT-3Fq&sat+a$eRs

f~eally-authsp4zed-representat~ye'-91r-the-Tv,4bal-argaRizatseRT'

ie4--ARY-request-sr-proposal-under-th~s-seetheR-shal;-be-aseempanied

by-sweh-d~eauieRtat~eA-as-Fay-be-Reeded-ts-dete ~4ne-the-e;494b*;4ty-e$

the-;Rd~aR-tp~be-or-the-spees{*e-authew+ ty-a*-*ts-peppeseRtatswesr3

§ 60.64 Notice to States.

If the Governor and legislature of a State have jointly designated on

their behalf a single person or entity to receive notice and information

from the Commission under this part, the Commission will provide such

notice and information to the jointly designated person or entity instead

of the Governor and legislature separately.

[§-69?65--Ceo9d*Rati+eR?

dup1$eatheR-e*-efefrt-Pn-takl -aet+en-eR-rult+,le-propesals-subm4ted

aeeemplsshed-w~thsut-substant+a;-prejudree-to-the-papthes-eeneernedsj
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